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From the EditorNOVEMBER 2016 PHARMACEUTICAL EXECUTIVE

WILLIAM LOONEY

Editor-in-Chief

william.looney@ubm.com

Follow Bill on Twitter:

 @BillPharmExec

The Pipeline: Pressures from Beyond 
THIS MONTH, PHARM EXEC TAKES ITS ANNUAL PEEK at the progress of the industry’s new 

drug pipeline. Not only is there much to please the expectant eye of Wall Street investors, 

the basic science behind it is getting better still. According to the FDA, 10 of the 18 novel 

compounds approved through mid-October received special designation as a priority, 

breakthrough or first-in-class therapy. That’s welcome news for patients with hepatitis C, 

where two additional cures enter an increasingly competitive market, to under-treated 

conditions like plaque psoriasis, bladder cancer and Parkinson’s-related psychosis.  .

S
ignificantly, however, these accomplish-
ments have not silenced debate over the 
productivity of biopharma’s R&D model. 
For the big pharma top 10, in-house inno-

vation continues to lag opportunistic “buy to 
thrive” assets acquired externally, often at premium 
prices. The five structural R&D failures identified 
by AstraZeneca in a frank 2014 self-analysis pub-
lished in Nature—not finding the right target, nor 
the right assay, the right margin of safety, the right 
patient study population, or the right measure of 
value—remain top-of-mind among R&D manag-
ers today. A crisis of confidence persists, even 
though the spread-your-bets “multiple shots on 
goal” metric that helped precipitate these failures 
is no longer part of the C-suite conversation. 

According to Harvard graduate researcher 
Mark Lipstein, the biggest challenge to drug R&D 
is reconciling the sequential, step-by-step precision 
of the scientific method against the complexity of 
today’s disease targets. “Scientists like to construct 
their research models in the classic mode, one ele-
ment at a time, but this runs up against the incon-
ceivably deep layers of interactions among the 
genes, proteins and cells that express in the physiol-
ogy of every individual,” he says. “If you add to 
these interactions an external modifier like a new 
drug, and then seek a replicable result after multiple 
test comparisons, there is a strong possibility that 
too much extraneous “noise” will bias that result, 
leading to a dead end—often after years of effort.”  

Lipstein’s comment explains why the real push 
in R&D productivity is in commercializing the next 
generation of research tools, replacing small mol-
ecule chemistry, including the widely discredited 
animal test model, with hard data, bioinformatics 
and other multi-disciplinary approaches. The goal 
is to make deconstructing all this biologic complex-
ity easier for scientists to direct their efforts to activ-
ities that carry a higher prospect of therapeutic suc-
cess—hopefully at lower cost. Elsewhere in this 
month’s  issue, Veeva Systems CEO Peter Gassner 
highlights how big pharma has little choice but to 
embrace these new tools or face the consequences 
as high tech outsiders seize the advantage.

We must also be mindful that meeting the con-
ditions for regulatory approval remains the most  

reliable guide to R&D managers’ decisions on 
when, where and how to deploy the resources nec-
essary to advance their pipelines. That’s why the 
FDA must avoid giving mixed signals on this score, 
as some observers say it has done in acceding to 
patient pressure by approving the first drug to treat 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, despite inconclusive 
evidence of efficacy in a small, 12-person clinical 
trial. Although a larger follow-on study has been 
mandated to buttress the claim that the drug, 
Exondys 51, actually works, the FDA decision to 
allow marketing status confirms a gathering trend 
to politicization of the drug approval standard of 
proof.   

As research breakthroughs continue to advance 
the boundaries of what’s possible in treatments, we 
can expect more such coordinated campaigns as 
desperate patients with no other options to stave 
off mortality seek to bend the FDA rules in their 
favor. It raises questions about the durability of a 
process established many decades ago to reflect the 
state of the science, not the strength of interest 
groups. 

A disease is a disease—or is it?

Another looming challenge in drug research is how 
our expanding knowledge of molecular targets that 
lead to new drugs, combined with the ability to 
personalize such treatments, can make it harder to 
obtain the necessary clinical consensus on defining 
the disease state, fixing a standard diagnosis and, 
ultimately, making a new treatment reimbursable 
by insurers. Neurology is one discipline where this 
question has already surfaced, personified in a 
growing movement of disease deniers committed 
to the idea of “neurodiversity.” Is autism—the fast-
est-growing developmental disorder in the US 
today—a disease that must be “cured” with a drug? 
Or is it simply the expression of normal variations 
in an individual’s genetic profile, reinforced by ran-
dom environmental influences, which do not auto-
matically require a drug intervention? 

Here is the paradox: In the years ahead, as the 
frontiers of science expand, R&D decision-makers 
may have to temper their enthusiasm and adapt to 
changing social norms about what constitutes the 
state of being ill. No one size fits all. 
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S
tartling price hikes for 

Mylan’s EpiPen and 

other important thera-

pies have put the spot-

light on the many factors that 

protect prescription drugs from 

normal economic pricing pres-

sures, at least for the fi rst few 

years that an innovator medicine 

comes to market. Critics say too-

high costs block patient access 

to critical therapies; industry 

executives claim that the pros-

pect of strong return-on-invest-

ment is needed to drive innova-

tion, and that price cuts for new 

hepatitis C treatments demon-

strate that competition works. 

There’s no shortage of factors 

influencing pharma markets. 

Common to all industry sectors 

are mergers and acquisitions that 

reduce competitors, and market-

ing and advertising programs 

designed to build market share. 

More unique to drugs are their 

opaque pricing practices and 

patent and exclusivity policies 

that can limit competition. Phar-

macy benefi t managers (PBMs) 

and payers, moreover, infl uence 

drug coverage, discounts and 

reimbursement, while more high 

deductible policies from insurers 

expose consumers to stiff out-of-

pocket costs.

But the really big gorilla 

shaping pharma markets is the 

government. FDA policies and 

programs determine when and 

how products gain market 

approval. And while FDA strives 

to keep out of the pricing fray, 

its complex legal requirements 

greatly infl uence drug develop-

ment, marketing and prescrib-

ing. 

State and federal health pro-

grams, moreover, are leading 

purchasers of prescription drugs, 

as seen in the nearly $1.3 billion 

Medicare and Medicaid spent on 

EpiPens from 2011 to 2015. The 

Medicaid “best price” program 

affects drug prices for both the 

public and private sector, and 

Medicare Part B and Part D drug 

plans influence coverage deci-

sions, particularly for expensive-

cost therapies to treat serious 

conditions. 

Congress also can have a 

major impact on the pharmaceu-

tical market, as seen in multiple 

Committee hearings this fall on 

barriers to generic competition 

and specifi c cost issues for opioid 

abuse treatments and EpiPens. 

There’s much talk about chang-

ing the law to permit Medicare 

to negotiate drug prices, and sev-

eral drug pricing proposals have 

bipartisan support on Capitol 

Hill. 

Generating generics

The pharma market has been 

transformed over the last 30 

years under rules hospitable to 

generic drugs, and these low-

cost products now account for 

more than 80% of prescriptions 

in the US. New biosimilars are 

slated to have a similar impact 

once the competing parties work 

out disputes over patent infringe-

ment issues, exclusivity and 

claims about adequate “similar-

ity” testing.  

The latest scuffle involves 

charges that brands use restricted 

distribution programs such as  

Risk Evaluation and Mitigation 

Strategies (REMS) to block 

generics makers from drug sup-

plies needed for comparative 

clinical testing. Similar to many 

brands ,  Mylan protec ted 

EpiPen’s market from generic 

competition by fi ling a citizens’ 

petition with FDA, challenging 

the comparability of other injec-

tors and, most recently, promis-

ing a fast rollout of a half-price 

“authorized generic” (AG) ver-

sion. 

While pharma companies 

have produced thousands of 

AGs, this strategy has drawn 

criticism from the Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC). In a report 

issued in 2011, the FTC exam-

ined how AGs shape and limit 

generic competition. The agency 

also has raised concerns about 

the role of AGs in “pay-for-

delay” agreements, where a 

brand promises not to market an 

AG as part of a deal for a gener-

ics fi rm to delay market entry. 

Meanwhile, generics makers, 

too, have been criticized for 

steep price hikes on certain 

products, often related to M&As 

that reduce the number of pro-

ducers in a class, and quality 

manufacturing problems that 

shut down facilities and create 

shortages for some widely-used 

sterile injectibles. Some members 

of Congress want to boost 

rebates for generics that raise 

prices over a certain level, and 

everyone is calling for FDA to do 

Is More Competition the 
Cure in Pricing Debate?
Policymakers, payers and pharma companies weigh strategies 
for rationalizing drug prices
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more to speed new generics and 

biosimilars to market. 

FDA recently issued a lengthy 

final rule that clarifies regula-

tions governing drug patent 

challenges, which aims to reduce 

unnecessary litigation that can 

delay generic market entry. Janet 

Woodcock, director of the Cen-

ter for Drug Evaluation and 

Research (CDER), explained at 

a September hearing before the 

Senate Appropriations subcom-

mittee that oversees FDA fund-

ing how added resources from 

user fees and internal organiza-

tional changes are improving 

FDA’s generic drug approval 

program. She noted that FDA is 

working with other manufactur-

ers to bring additional epineph-

rine auto-injectors to market, 

but acknowledged that the test-

ing and approval process for 

combination drug-device prod-

ucts is particularly complex. 

Probing PBMs 

The public clamor over high 

drug prices also has focused 

attention on the role of PBMs in 

managing formularies and 

patient co-pays and how manu-

facturer rebates and discounts 

shape drug coverage and distri-

bution. Mylan claimed that 

rebates account for nearly half 

of EpiPen’s $600 list price, and 

pharma companies similarly 

complain that they have to raise 

prices a lot to gain even a small 

increase in actual revenues after 

rebates. 

One marketer strategy to 

build market share despite high 

out-of-pocket costs for patients 

is to offer co-pay coupons and 

patient assistance programs. But 

PBMs and payers oppose such 

giveaways, claiming that they get 

patients hooked on more expen-

sive new medicines and leave 

payers bearing higher costs over 

the long run. 

Retail pharmacists are even 

more hostile to PBMs for steer-

ing consumers to select phar-

macy networks and to mail-

order services and eating up 

pharmacist profits. Pharmacy 

groups want Congress to inves-

tigate PBMs’ role in drug pricing 

and to press for more transpar-

ency in rebates. PBMs counter 

that they hold down drug prices 

by negotiating lower rates from 

manufacturers. But with three 

large PBMs controlling nearly 

80% of the market, analysts 

have raised concerns about their 

ability to set payment policies 

that affect beneficiary access and 

costs. 

Pharma marketers say they 

could work more effectively with 

PBMs and formulary commit-

tees if FDA revised rules that 

inhibit sponsors from discussing 

with payers the broader eco-

nomic benefits of pending new 

drugs and unapproved indica-

tions. The issue may be consid-

ered in coming months as part 

of FDA’s long-anticipated exam-

ination of off-label communica-

tion policies, a contentious issue 

with great potential for shaping 

pharmaceutical markets. 

While FDA strives to keep out of the pricing fray, its 

complex legal requirements greatly influence drug 

development, marketing and prescribing

Calculating drug ‘value’

The market for high-priced 

medicines may be altered 

more in the future by emerging 

frameworks for assessing the 

value of new medicines, which 

have been developed by medical 

societies, providers and health 

plans. While there is considerable 

debate over what “value” means 

and how to assess it, these efforts 

respond to a growing demand 

from healthcare providers and 

payers for credible information on 

drug benefits and costs. 

An analysis by the National 

Pharmaceutical Council of 

five leading frameworks, 

which focus largely on costly 

cancer therapies, reveals 

differences in methodology for 

calculating benefits and costs, 

in the evidence assessed, and 

in consideration of patient 

viewpoints. Consequently, they 

reach varying conclusions and 

treatment recommendations for 

clinicians and health plans. 

The patient community is 

concerned that such assessments 

may limit access to potentially 

important therapies, and 

biopharma companies fear that 

biased and ill-conceived analyses 

will highlight product costs, as 

opposed to the broader economic 

benefits of curing diseases. 

Medicaid best price requirements 

appear to hinder value-based 

price negotiations, which may 

prompt further examination of 

the broader market impact of 

Medicaid reimbursement and 

rebates. Payers and health plans 

say they seek more effective 

approaches for calculating the 

value of important medicines, and 

stakeholders are hard at work to 

improve assessment methods.

http://WWW.PHARMEXEC.COM/
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T
he significance of can-

cer for health services 

is not just its impact on 

the population—which 

is severe enough since it is now 

the most common cause of 

death and morbidity in Europe 

after cardiovascular disease—

but cancer treatment also poses 

in its most acute form, the 

dilemma that health services 

face as they try to balance 

patient care against budgetary 

constraints.

It is now widely recognized 

that cancer causes the equiva-

lent of 25 million years of 

healthy life lost due to ill-health, 

disability and death across the 

European population. Its eco-

nomic burden is estimated at 

€126 billion every year in the 

European Union (EU), in direct 

healthcare costs and in the 

losses that disease and conse-

quent disability pose to the 

overall economy. And the com-

bination of unhealthy lifestyles 

and demography means that the 

challenge is likely to grow in the 

coming years. Already, inci-

dence has risen across Europe 

by 30% in the last 20 years.

At the same time, the scien-

tific and technological revolu-

tions that are driving the many 

advances in cancer treatment 

are opening up new possibilities 

for meeting the challenge—but 

in many cases at a high financial 

cost. It is in the field of cancer 

that genomics and precision 

medicine are offering radical 

new opportunities. It is also in 

the field of cancer that products 

are becoming commonplace 

with price-tags so high that they 

would have been unthinkable 

less than a decade ago. Global 

spending on oncology drugs 

rose to $100 billion in 2014, 

and is rising at 6% a year in 

Germany, France, Italy, Spain 

and the UK. As a result, cancer 

treatment has become the lead-

ing battleground for the clash 

between what health services 

aspire to do and what health 

services can afford to do.

Paradoxically, advances in 

successful treatment exacerbate 

the challenge. There are an esti-

mated 10 million cancer survi-

vors in Europe now who, before 

improvements in treatment were 

available, would have died. The 

achievement is obviously to be 

applauded, but it, nonetheless, 

leaves health services facing 

additional demands for continu-

ing treatment that would other-

wise not have existed.

Consequently, the discussion 

of cancer strategy provides a 

sharp focus on the discussion of 

how to make the best possible 

allocation of limited health ser-

vices resources. The increasing 

pressure on authorities respon-

sible for approving, organizing 

and funding treatment is driv-

ing cancer rapidly up the policy 

agenda in Europe. Questions 

are being asked more frequently 

about whether staff and equip-

ment are being used most effec-

tively, and whether investments 

in services and treatment and 

infrastructure are providing the 

best value—as well as the 

broader question of whether the 

level of overall resourcing is suf-

ficient.

Quality levels vary 

Part of the battle will be to 

equalize the quality and effec-

tiveness of care in Europe. The 

divergences across EU member 

states in outcome and survival 

are well documented—with the 

UK and Denmark performing 

worse than the EU average for 

cancer of the colon, lung, breast 

and prostate, and with Poland 

having the worst survival rates 

for all cancer types other than 

breast cancer in women. Spend-

ing on cancer care as a share of 

total healthcare expenditure 

also varies widely, from 8% in 

Poland and 7% in Germany to 

3% in Denmark and Sweden.

And among the many vari-

ables in the equation, access to 

new medicines varies widely, 

both between countries and 

within them—and captures 

much of the headline attention 

in health policy debates. The 

barriers to uptake are being 

identified with increasing preci-

sion: differing frequencies of 

updating guidelines; diverse 

pricing and reimbursement 

arrangements—for diagnostics 

and devices as well as for medi-

cines—and the lengthy and 

of t en  t ense  negot iat ions 

entailed; differing evaluations 

of the evidence required in deci-

sion-making; and expenditure 

caps. But if the barriers are 

being identified more clearly, 

The Cancer Care 
Conundrum in Europe
Cancer treatment is an increasing dilemma for EU health 
services as they try to balance patient care against budgetary 
constraints
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action to lift them is slower to 

materialize.

Product purging

The results of the persistent 

uncertainties emerge day after 

day. In early October, the UK’s 

National Institute for Health 

and Care Excellence (NICE) 

refused to endorse the use of 

Merck Sharp and Dohme’s 

€50,000 per-patient, per-year 

immunotherapy product, Key-

truda, in advanced lung cancer 

on the grounds that there is cur-

rently no “robust data on the 

long-term benefits.” And Ger-

many’s drug funding board, the 

G-BA, ruled that Eli Lilly’s 

monoclonal antibody, Cyramza, 

was not cost-effective in treating 

advanced or metastasized non-

small-cell lung cancer. 

During the summer, the 

French health ministry began 

selective delisting of a number of 

cancer drugs, including Avastin 

and Herceptin, putting into 

effect a tough new regime agreed 

in the spring to ease the impact 

of expensive cancer drugs on 

hospital budgets. It also rejected 

Roche’s Perjeta as a treatment 

before breast cancer surgery, on 

grounds of insufficient evidence 

of benefit—following similar 

judgements by  Germany and the 

UK earlier in the year. NICE is 

reassessing all 29 drugs paid for 

by its now-defunct special fund 

for cancer drugs—which became 

too expensive to sustain. Patient 

and consumer groups have 

accused the English authorities 

of being overly strict in their 

demands for evidence of effec-

tiveness.

Ideas for improvement 

A recent study from the Office 

for Health Economics (OHE) in 

the UK draws attention to the 

lack of studies that quantify the 

inefficiencies hindering effective 

care. It highlights the void over 

one of the great controversies—

whether cancer care should be 

more centralized. 

But it does not hesitate to list 

what it sees as areas of care where 

efficiency could be improved. 

These range from the organiza-

tion and planning of services and 

ensuring early diagnosis to the 

uptake of new medicines in the 

delivery of treatment. 

Encouragement is given to 

cutting waiting times, improving 

data use to provide indicators of 

quality of care, and to closer 

coordination and integration of 

care across specializations or 

silo-like administrative respon-

sibilities.

In particular, the OHE study 

urges health technology assess-

ment bodies to widen their 

approach to evaluation of new 

medicines. It argues that better 

use should be made of real-world 

evidence in decision-making, so 

as to better understand real 

treatment effects and to support 

streamlined or managed entry 

schemes. 

“This is imperative to ensure 

we are investing in effective and 

cost-effective treatments, in 

order to improve the efficiency 

of healthcare spend,” the study  

says. Collection of real-world 

data in cancer is relatively 

advanced compared with other 

fields, it goes on, but “there is 

considerable room for improve-

ment.” And while measuring 

clinical outcomes, authorities 

should also take into account the 

impact on quality of life, lost 

productivity and caregiver time.

But perhaps the most telling 

recommendation comes from the 

study’s estimate that a 25% 

reduction in smoking prevalence 

across major European countries 

would result in a 20% decrease 

in lung cancer mortality and cost 

savings of €6 billion. This chimes 

with a seismic shift underway in 

the health community in response 

to the overwhelming evidence 

that environmental factors and 

lifestyles are dominant factors 

behind so many cancer diagno-

ses. And it is all the more telling 

since OHE owes its genesis to the 

UK drug industry body.

Paying the price 

Switching attention from treat-

ment to prevention is hard to 

argue with from any standpoint. 

But if it also implies switching 

spending from treatment to pre-

vention, many of the currently 

hot debates about the price of 

cancer drugs will lose much of 

their relevance as drug budgets 

are cut. And that is a prospect 

that will make many pharmaceu-

tical executives around Europe 

deeply uncomfortable. 

Switching attention from treatment to prevention is 

hard to argue with. But if it also implies switching 

spending from treatment to prevention, many of 

the hot debates about the price of cancer drugs 

will lose much of their relevance as budgets are cut
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The industry is readying for a leap into a new age of complex therapies, 
as major advances seem mere steps away from market approval. 
Regenerative cell-based therapies, CAR-T and immuno-oncology 
combinations are just some of the fields where researchers are 
reaching for new heights that could alter the treatment paradigm. 
Elaborate manufacturing and rising drug costs, however, loom as deep 
chasms to cross.
By Casey McDonald

A
s researchers blaze the meandering and 

thorny path toward curative treatments, 

a clearing is visible on the horizon. But 

to get there, the industry must confront 

a daunting chasm—making the previous genera-

tion’s small molecule-to-antibody transition look 

like an easy stride across a tame stream.

Much focus is on the industry’s neck-and-neck 

race to market the first chimeric antigen receptor 

T-cell (CAR-T) therapy. The race is full of drama, 

pitting western biotech regional hubs with big sci-

ence, big personalities and big dollars, not to men-

tion the theatre that goes with medical experimen-

tation swinging from the triumph of high  rates to 

trial missteps and deaths.

The first company across will get a certain plac-

ard, but as there will be additional finish lines in 

other indications, sustained growth will be closely 

monitored as the opposing technologies come into 

direct competition in subsequent approvals. And as 

the companies progress their therapies into more 

and more cancer types, the challenges of consistently 

scaling up these complex therapies, which engineer 

individual patients’ cells, will be a noteworthy test.

2017 Pipeline Report
On the Edge of Greatness?
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When questioned on CAR-T, 

many a seasoned industry veteran 

will utter the cautionary word, 

Provenge. Dendreon, now owned 

by Valeant, gained approval for 

the autologous cell therapy treat-

ing castrate-resistant (hormone-

refractory) prostate cancer in 

2010 but by mid-2011, was well 

off the pace expected by analysts 

and their sales projections. Man-

ufacturing woes were the pri-

mary culprit, as most experts 

recall the challenges faced to turn 

a profit for the complex, person-

alized therapy. The $93,000 price 

tag resulted in reimbursement 

headwinds, but as Susan Schaef-

fer wrote for BioCentury in 

August 2011, resolving “manu-

facturing constraints” to some 

degree masked a slow uptake that 

was largely due to “cost density” 

and its impact on cash flow at 

oncology practices that might 

consider prescribing the novel 

treatment. Physicians were reluc-

tant to foot the large dollar 

amount that impacted the bot-

tom lines of their clinics, which 

were built upon reimbursing che-

motherapy agents infused over 

months, rather than a 4-6 week 

time frame. 

Doubts around efficacy and 

value, considering the price point, 

continue to hold Provenge out of 

any blockbuster lists, though 

Valeant has tried to bolster sales. 

Assuming beneficial clinical 

impact can be sustained through 

the next series of pivotal trials, 

CAR-T manufacturers, along 

with their patient support, pay-

ment structures and distribution 

networks, must take heed to the 

cautionary tale and the lessons 

learned regarding both manufac-

turing complexity and market 

access as their pipeline products 

approach real-world practice.

CAR-T cutting it close

In the industry’s great race—

that’s not really a race—Kite 

Pharma, which lists four pivotal 

studies for KTE-C19, believes it 

will have sufficient data from its 

interim look at the ZUMA-1 trial 

in an aggressive form of Non-

Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) 

called diffuse large B-cell lym-

phoma (DLBCL). If FDA agrees 

that the impressive early results, 

76% objective response rate and 

47% complete remissions, both 

highly statistically significant, are 

adequate, then a filing late this 

year could bring the first CAR-T 

therapy to market in 2017.

Santa Monica-based Kite is 

talking “launch readiness,” but 

FDA could want to see the dura-

bility of the results beyond the 

three-month measures published 

in September. Interim results 

represented 51 patients, and the 

trial is still enrolling, targeting 

124 patients in total with a pri-

mary final completion date next 

March. Investors, along with 

Kite, hope that the aggressive 

nature of the disease and the 

unmet need that KTE-C19 

might impact will encourage 

FDA to look past the prelimi-

nary nature of the figures.

The ZUMA suite of trials 

includes an alphabet soup of B-cell 

malignancies. ZUMA-1 will also 

add data from patients struck by 

follicular lymphoma (TFL) and 

primary mediastinal B-cell lym-

phoma (PMBCL). ZUMA-2, also 

in Phase II, is enrolling 70 patients 

with relapsed/refractory mantle 

cell lymphoma (MCL) while 

ZUMA 3 and 4 are enrolling 

acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

(ALL) patients, adults and pediat-

rics, respectively. 

One reason for the distinct leg-

up that Kite now enjoys was this 

summer’s brief but serious clinical 

hold for deadly cerebral edemas 

in Juno Therapeutics’ 90-patient 

trial testing its JCAR015 in 

advanced ALL. With confidence 

that the fatalities were due to a 

heightened dose of chemotherapy 

agent fludarabine, used to precon-

dition patients prior to CAR-T 

dosing, Juno’s trials are now back 

on track, and some believe that 

with the greater risk, could come 

greater reward. Juno’s 82% Phase 

I clinical response impressed 

many. Seattle-headquartered 

Juno had a similar timeline to 

Kite, though a September presen-

tation identifies  the first half of 

2018 for JCAR015’s market 

entry. The company includes fol-

low-up configurations of its 

CD19 targeting approach, includ-

ing JCAR017, as essential to its 

strategy, which it believes will 

become best in class and could 

also reach market in 2018. Some 

analysts see JCAR017 as the 

FAST FOCUS

» Industry attention is building around the race to market the first chimeric antigen receptor 
T-cell (CAR-T) therapy. Targeted Indications include diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, relapsed/
refractory mantle cell lymphoma, and acute lymphoblastic leukemia—and further out, CAR-T 
treatments may address solid tumors.

» The next step for immuno-oncology therapies is for them to release multiple brakes holding 
the immune system back. These approaches will combine two or more IO therapies in an addi-
tive, or even multiplicative manner. 

» An emerging disease area in drug development is nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), an 
underdiagnosed inflammatory condition that could affect 2-5% of Americans. NASH-related 
cirrhosis is predicted to be the leading trigger for liver transplantation by 2020. 
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greater prospect, with peak sales that could 

reach $2 billion annually. Sales projections for 

the entire class of CAR-T therapies vary greatly 

and are typically guarded with large disclaimers 

of 50% and lower likelihood of success for each 

asset to make it to the market.

Both Kite and Juno possess deep pipelines 

trying seemingly, every hematologic malignancy 

under the sun. Further out, CAR-T and adjacent 

innovations may enter the solid tumor treatment 

arena. Kite’s T-cell receptor treatment option, 

MAGE A3/A6, is listed in Phase II in solid 

tumors, while Juno’s JCTR016, targeting WT1-

expressing non-small cell lung cancer and meso-

thelioma is being tested in a Phase I/II study, 

now recruiting.

After the Juno trial’s fatalities occurred, an 

additional blow to the field’s bulls came this 

summer when Novartis announced it was dis-

solving its 400-member cell and gene therapy 

unit. The phrase “re-integrate” had many 

doubting, and the big Swiss biopharma reas-

suring its commitment to CAR-T and its lead 

candidate in relapsed/refractory ALL, 

CTL019, which is in Phase II. Novartis intends 

to submit its CAR-T therapy for regulatory 

approval in 2017 in the US and Europe. The 

restructuring meant letting 120 of the unit’s 

400 employees go, but Novartis will continue 

to use the 173,000-square-foot New Jersey 

plant that it bought from Dendron in 2012 in 

hopes of scaling up its cell therapy. Many will 

continue to question Novartis’ commitment to 

the field and where CAR-T fits into its overall 

strategy without a set-aside unit. Novartis’s 

prestigious collaboration with UPenn remains 

intact, however, lending some credence.

Questions of Novartis’s commitment not 

withstanding, biotech and pharma partners 

have lent their bona fides to the field through 

partnerships with Juno and Kite. Juno counts 

on its key backing with Celgene, and Kite lists 

Amgen, bluebird bio and Genentech. Pfizer and 

Servier also have footprints in the field through 

their work on Cellectis’ UCART19. Cellectis 

joined the CAR-T initial public offering circus 

in 2015 with $228 million. Servier is sponsor-

ing the current Phase I trial in pediatric B-cell 

ALL, which launched in June. If successful, 

UCART19 could differentiate from other 

CAR-T therapies as allogeneic, rather than 

autologous. A frozen, “off-the-shelf” cell prod-

uct could have significant upside for Servier, 

and Pfizer who would capture US market rights.

Finally, Houston-based Bellicum, which 

also joined in on the Wall Street CAR-T craze 

with a $140 million initial public offering in 

December 2014, has its eyes set on solid can-

cer. Its GoCAR-T product, BPX-601, charac-

terized by the ability to turn on or off by a 

co-stimulatory activation switch, will be tried 

in pancreatic cancer, with a Phase I trial 

planned to launch by year-end. 

As we yearn for simple solutions for cancer, 

the rise of highly complex treatments like these 

CAR-T prospects informs clearly that there are 

no silver bullets. The more we’ve learned about 

cancer, the more complex the molecular profiles 

have proven to be. And as large classifications 

are parsed until we’re left with only rare and 

orphan subpopulations, the phantasm of a sole 

shadowy entity representing the whole of “can-

cer” is something even government moonshots 

should concede as comically simplistic.

Combos, to name a few

Developments in the arena of CAR-T therapy 

indicate the trajectory for treatment will be 

highly complex, technically challenging, and 

largely personalized. The other undeniable 

trend, which is largely complementary, is a 

greater emphasis on combinatorial cocktail 

regimens. The immune-oncology (IO) model 

of removing a checkpoint inhibitor to unleash 

the body’s own immune system, which is see-

ing much success in monotherapy settings, 

leaves far too many patients inadequately 

treated. The next step will be to further recog-

nize and diagnose the great complexity at play, 

and to logically, and in a coordinated fashion, 

release multiple brakes holding the immune 

system back. These approaches will combine 

two or more IO therapies in an additive, or 

even multiplicative manner. In addition, others 

will combine IO therapies with more tradi-

tional targeted therapies, or with chemother-

apy regimens, or even with CAR-T treatments. 

How to pay for these combinatorial thera-

pies, should they prove efficacious, will be left 

to another article a year or two from now, but 

proving their clinical merit is a step companies 

are working out now. The therapies represent 

expensive materials going into trials, and will-

ing patients are the most valuable resource, so 
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determining the most logical pairing of thera-

pies will be a crucial, as not to stab wastefully 

at every conceivable permutation. Drug devel-

opers now face the challenge of deciphering in 

which cancer types and in which patients does 

a combination make the most sense from our 

understanding of the mechanisms of action.

Fortunately for Bristol-Myers Squibb, its 

two approved IO therapies have complemen-

tary mechanisms. Opdivo plus Yervoy earned 

FDA’s acceptance as the first IO combination 

in patients with BRAF V600 wild-type unre-

sectable or metastatic melanoma in 2015, then 

added patients to its label with the clause, 

regardless of BRAF mutational status, in 2016.

Giving the IO field context, the most dra-

matic industry disruption in 2016 may have 

been the defeat felt by BMS and its PD-1 inhib-

itor (notably this magazine’s 2016 Brand of the 

Year) in first-line NSCLC. The field is now 

recalibrating Opdivo’s position in relation to 

the climb of Keytruda from Merck & Co., and 

the role of the diagnostics that take into 

account the levels of tumor PD-L1 biomarker. 

Both companies, joined by Roche/Genentech 

with its approved PD-L1 inhibitor Tecentriq, 

will continue to jockey for position in the 

monotherapy setting, but are also aggressively 

looking to expand on the PD-1/PD-L1 inhibi-

tor literature with combination trials. And, 

rest assured, there will be reams of articles 

with at least 20 experimental PD-1 or PD-L1 

targeting candidates in over 800 clinical trials.

A PD-1 backbone?

Some industry critics lament the lack of cre-

ativity or adventurousness in the industry 

given that so many feel the need to walk down 

the same PD-1 or PD-L1 path as others. But 

regardless of whether there are three or 23 

therapies with the same or similar targets, the 

accepted belief, with analysts’ sales forecasts 

in agreement, is that the pathway will be one 

of the foundations of IO combinations. For 

others positioning themselves in the field, com-

peting on the monotherapy market may be in 

the cards, but they also may be trying to posi-

tion themselves in the combination space, 

where they would rather not have to pay rent 

to one of the firms with an approved entity.

BMS’s message to placate its investors at the 

European Society of Medical Oncology confer-

ence last month, in light of its recent rout, was 

clear. Combinations are BMS’s future and 

Opdivo is the “backbone.” The presentation 

listed ongoing Phase III trials testing Opdivo 

and Yervoy in SCLC, NSCLC, renal cell car-

cinoma and head and neck cancer, all for first-

line treatment. The company promises over a 

dozen data readouts for the combo in various 

clinical settings from now through 2018. In 

addition, BMS is testing Opdivo combined 

with Empliciti, being co-developed with 

AbbVie, in a Phase III trial in multiple myeloma.

The Opdivo-as-the-backbone approach also 

highlights combination attempts with platinum-

based doublet chemotherapy (PT-DC), existing 

targeted therapies like Avastin and novel mech-

anisms of action. Merck also has clear combi-

nation strategies building on its recent suc-

cesses, pairing Keytruda with carboplatin and 

pemetrexed chemotherapy in non-squamous 

NSCLC and VEGF receptor 2 antagonist, 

ramucirumab, through a partnership with Lilly.

Also in lung cancer, BMS will see Opdivo 

paired with CV301, a cancer vaccines made by 

Danish company Bavarian Nordic, which it 

announced in August. The two companies have 

an encompassing clinical partnership that could 

reach $ 1 billion in value, adding Bavarian Nor-

dic’s cancer vaccines to BMS’s IO agents. The 

two earlier announced a trial pairing BMS’s 

Yervoy with Prostvac in early prostate cancer.

The partnership is one of several IO/cancer 

vaccine agreements. AstraZeneca has a deal 

to try its PD-L1 inhibitor durvalumab with 

TapImmune’s vaccine technology, TPIV 200, 

a multi-epitope anti-folate receptor vaccine, in 

patients with platinum-resistant ovarian can-

cer. And announced last month, Pfizer and 

Merck KGaA, who have an agreement to co-

develop and co-commercialize anti-PD-L1 ave-

lumab, will study the drug in combination 

with a cancer vaccine made by Transgene, 

TG4001, in patients with HPV-positive head 

and neck cancers in a Phase I/II study.

The CAR-T companies will also play in the 

combination IO space. Kite lists as one of its 

2016 milestones, to launch a Phase Ib/II trial 

pairing KTE-C19 and Genentech’s Tecentriq 

in aggressive NHL. A Phase I/II study for the 

pair in refractory DLBCL is listed as actively 

recruiting patients. Juno has plans to combo 

its JCAR014 CD19 CAR-T cells and signed a 
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deal with AstraZeneca/MedImmune to pair 

its PD-L1 inhibitor, durvalumab, in 2015, also 

in NHL. 

An intriguing path could be one offering a 

bridge over some of the complexity brought 

about by combining potent IO agents. Lexing-

ton, Mass.-based Curis hopes to add another 

agent to the crowded PD-1/PD-L1 space, but 

with the key differentiating profile of an oral 

small molecule. In collaboration with Auri-

gene, Curis is testing CA-170, a first-in-class 

oral, small molecule antagonist that targets 

PD-L1 and VISTA and could prove to be a 

potent T-cell suppressor. The agent is in an 

early Phase I study, but the simpler manufac-

turing, and more malleable dosing thanks to 

its shorter systemic half-life, could prove it to 

be a beneficial ingredient in a cocktail 

approach. The company expects early data to 

be available in 2017.

The role of data cannot be understated 

when looking at the oncology pipeline in all 

its complexity—from deciphering which com-

binations are suitable, diagnosing and parsing 

patient populations, to sequencing thousands 

more patients to elucidate additional targets. 

The entry of genomics players like 23andMe, 

Sema4, Human Longevity, NantHealth and 

Google’s Verily will certainly reshape the field.

Targeted therapy:  

Is that still a thing?

Meanwhile, there are several oncology targets 

that seem to resemble drug development in 

relatively “traditional” biopharma. Pfizer’s 

CDK4/6 inhibitor Ibrance, which sits alone in 

HR+, HER2- breast cancer, will be joined by 

Novartis’ ribociclib and Lilly’s abemaciclib. 

Lilly had a lead, but some believe Novartis is 

closing the gap. In recent developments, ribo-

ciclib had a trial halt thanks to strong interim 

data. This matched a positive data clinical halt 

that Ibrance saw in Phase III, but abemaciclib’s 

monitoring committee did not make the same 

decision after looking at the Lilly trial’s interim 

data. The result for Pfizer means the market is 

all Ibrance until probable launches in 2018. 

Analysts position the two up and comers to 

earn close to $900 million in 2020, with 

Ibrance well ahead at $5.6 billion by then.

Another set of assets inspiring major stock 

market swings are the PARP inhibitors, a class 

presumed lifeless a few years ago. AstraZen-

eca’s Lynparza gained approval in 2014 for 

BRCA+ ovarian cancer patients and has Phase 

III trials in multiple breast and prostate can-

cers. The expanded indications would be key 

should the drug reach its $2 billion projections. 

Tesaro’s niraparib blew analysts away earlier 

this year and followed up with results in Octo-

ber showing excellent data for both BRCA+ 

and BRCA- patients, leading many to envision 

a broader label for the Waltham, Mass.-based 

firm. J&J owns the prostate cancer rights to 

niraparib with a $500 million deal.

Pfizer purchased Medivation in September 

for $14 billion in part to gain its PARP inhib-

itor, talazoparib, which has similar levels of 

excitement as Tesaro’s. And AbbVie’s veliparib 

could take a substantial piece of the PARP pie 

if it makes its entry in triple-negative breast 

cancer. AbbVie said clinical trial data is likely 

in 2017. 

The PARP class, however, has been a dif-

ficult one, exhibited by Clovis Oncology’s 

swings. The company’s stock is down substan-

tially in 2016, mostly due to the failure of its 

EGFR inhibitor rociletinib, and it hopes to stay 

afloat with a new focus on PARP inhibitor 

rucaparib. Clovis announced that FDA had 

accepted its submission with accelerated 

approval and a potential approval date in 

BRCA+ ovarian cancer in February 2017.

PARP inhibitors are seen as maintenance 

drugs, which inhibit tumor repair and growth 

after chemotherapy has done its best to kill 

malignant cells. Some analysts forecast a mar-

ket for PARP inhibitors as large as $30 billion.

NASH players

Several other disease areas that have gone 

untreated or undertreated will likely see new 

monotherapies hitting the market, but because 

of their complexity, cocktail approaches will 

not be far behind. Perhaps the next hottest area 

in biopharma drug development is nonalco-

holic steatohepatitis (NASH), a diseased 

believed by many to be underdiagnosed and 

that could affect 2-5% of Americans. Most 

patients do not feel sick, though they can prog-

ress to cirrhosis and liver failure, even though 

they drink little to no alcohol.

With notable failures in  industry efforts to 

reach the obesity market with deliverable pills 
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or injections, many see NASH as an inroad to 

overweight patients who currently are rele-

gated to the standard prescription of better 

diet and exercise. A growing market as long as 

adipose trends continue, equates to a market 

size that is highly debated and perhaps in the 

$20 billion range should drugs become avail-

able. A Gilead Sciences press release notes that 

the leading cause for liver transplantation by 

2020 is expected to be NASH-related cirrhosis, 

hinting at the systemic benefit of advancing 

therapies.

In September, Allergan made the headlines 

in the space with the purchase of Tobira Ther-

apetuics for $1.7 billion and Akarna Thera-

peutics for $50 million upfront and milestones. 

Tobira brings Allergan its Phase III-ready 

cenicriviroc (CVC), a dual inhibitor of the 

CCR2 and CCR5 pathways, which are 

involved in fibrosis and inflammation. With 

the Akarna purchase, Allergan gets farnesoid 

X receptor (FXR) agonist AKN-083, which 

could see first attempts in humans in 2017.

The other big player in NASH is Gilead, 

building off its general position as a leader in 

liver diseases. Gilead’s pipeline in NASH is 

substantial, with five assets. Its lead therapy, 

monoclonal antibody simtuzumab, is aimed at 

lysyl oxidase-like-2 (LOXL2), an extracellular 

matrix enzyme. Simtuzumab is in Phase II for 

NASH and primary sclerosing cholangitis, 

with top-line safety data expected by year-end.

 Also in Gilead’s Phase II NASH pipeline is 

a small molecule inhibitor of apoptosis signal-

regulating kinase 1 (ASK1), GS-4997, for 

which it announced top-line results last month. 

Phase II results have the company ready for 

Phase III, pending regulatory discussion. A 

look at simtuzumab and GS-4997 alone, and 

in combination, could be the way forward as 

Gilead readies for its Phase III campaign.

Intercept Pharmaceuticals may be the most 

advanced company in the space, with Phase III 

obeticholic acid, which was already approved 

in 2016 as Ocaliva for primary biliary cirrho-

sis. Thompson Reuters pins the drug as a 

potential top performer, with sales estimates 

to reach $2.6 billion in 2020.

Genfit’s elafibranor is also in Phase III; the 

RESOLVE-IT trial launched in March. And 

until recently, a NASH forecast could have 

ranked Galectin Therapeutics toward the top 

with its candidate, GR-MD-02. But recent 

Phase IIa data have investors highly doubtful 

for its prospects moving forward.

State of Alzheimer’s

The most anticipated upcoming data dump 

across the entire industry could be for Eli Lilly’s 

solanezumab in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). An 

announcement in March had many backers 

shaking at the knees, bringing the stock down 

8%. The Indianapolis-based pharma stated that 

it would be shifting from a co-primary endpoint, 

looking at both a cognitive assessment, the 

ADAS-Cog14 (Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment 

Scale-Cognitive subscale) and a functional test, 

ADCS-iADL (Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative 

Study-Instrumental Activities of Daily Living) 

to a single primary endpoint, i.e., cognition only.

The initial drop and investor read on the 

situation was that Lilly lacked confidence, prac-

tically admitting to failure. The company 

assured its supporters that it has not seen the 

data, and more importantly, as nothing with 

the conduct of the trial itself would change, the 

new protocol simply reflects a common agree-

ment among those in the field, that cognitive 

decline precedes functional losses—thus the 

more appropriate endpoint.

From a betting standpoint, attaining one 

endpoint gives better odds than a dual endpoint 

parlay. And perhaps the Lilly team is banking 

on the sense of panic in the industry, not to 

mention a similar sense of urgency from regu-

lators and society at large—the baby boomer 

crunch on the system looms. A positive event, 

a drug approval that could offer even a sem-

blance of disease modification, might merit a 

ticker tape parade.

So why a higher hurdle of two endpoints 

when one might do? A headline saying “Primary 

Endpoint Acheived” reads much better than 

“Trial Results Split Co-Primary Endpoints.” 

Look for an announcement from Lilly in Decem-

ber. Forbes reported in August that Lilly’s teams 

are already adjusting their holiday travel sched-

ules. Certainly employees have the option to 

carry days over into 2017, but an approval 

would have them awfully busy for years to come.

Results from the 2,000-patient EXPEDI-

TION3 trial are expected around year-end. A 

positive readout, and approval, could make 

solanezumab the first amyloid beta-targeting 
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monoclonal antibody to market, a sizable bazaar 

indeed with 5.4 million and growing desperate 

patients. Analysts project $5 billion in sales esti-

mates with ease, and depending on how the mar-

ket shapes up, $20 billion and upwards could 

be split between Lilly and its potential compet-

itor, Biogen, with aducanumab.

Biogen did its part to excite the public with 

new data and headlines this summer reading 

“High hopes: new drug could be a ‘game 

changer’ against long-incurable Alzheimer’s.” 

But the industry, and the biopharma investment 

community, has been down this road many 

times with AD “breakthroughs.” Biogen did 

earn fast-track designation from FDA in Sep-

tember, and it is in the midst of two global Phase 

III studies, ENGAGE and EMERGE, which are 

slated for primary endpoint completion in 2020. 

Expect more headlines from aducanumab before 

then, but its biggest near-term catalyst will likely 

be the fallout from solanezumab data.

Roche also maintains a Phase III program 

for it’s amyloid beta-seeking antibody, gan-

tenerumab. The drug was rescued from certain 

demise, and with an upped dose, the company 

is running a Phase II/III study and two Phase 

III trials with gantenerumab. 

The AD pipeline’s next class of hopefuls are 

the BACE inhibitors, which take their action 

upstream of amyloid beta, though would still be 

considered as acting upon the amyloid hypoth-

esis of AD disease causation. Lilly is also active 

in the BACE space, with its AstraZeneca-part-

nered AZD3293 (which Lilly had been referring 

to as LY3314814). The companies trumpeted an 

FDA fast-track designation in August. The duo 

will continue its Phase II/III trial, AMA-

RANTH, and initiated enrollment of the Phase 

III DAYBREAK-ALZ study. Also in Phase III is 

Merck BACE inhibitor MK-8931, and CNP520, 

the Amgen/Novartis-partnered Phase II/III 

product. The pair announced the neuroscience 

collaboration in the fall of 2015, with sights set 

on AD as well as a migraine portfolio.

Several small players continue to perform 

at the margins of the AD drug development 

zeitgeist. Anavex Life Sciences took a boost in 

September when Biogen expressed a modicum 

of interest for its Phase II ANAVEX 2-73, the 

oral candidate targeting sigma-1 and musca-

rinic receptors. Biogen agreed to have a look 

under the hood of the molecule in a cell-based 

assay, which could lead to a remyelination 

study and further collaboration or partnership.

Axovant, lead by its 30-something-year-old 

CEO, is rocketing its candidate through devel-

opment. The company plans to produce data 

for intepirdine, which it took off a dusty shelf 

at GlaxoSmithKline for $5 million, from the 

Phase III MINDSET study, with a new drug 

application filing soon after, in 2017. The com-

pany also has Phase II efforts for intepirdine, 

testing it for gains in gait and balance impair-

ments in dementia, and visual hallucinations 

in Lewy body dementia.

Axovant’s intepirdine and other AD, and 

AD-associated efforts, like AC-1204 from 

Accera, a dietary approach aiming for FDA’s 

acknowledgement with Phase III efforts ongo-

ing, hint at a future with multiple approved 

products on the market, some disease modify-

ing and others targeting symptom alleviation. 

AD and other complex neurological disorders 

that strike at different ages, with  varied symp-

toms and rates of progression are, like oncology, 

another arena for therapies and treatment reg-

iments to grow with exponential complexity.

Moving fast in Zika 

Battling infectious diseases is another con-

founding and dynamic field. Not long ago, the 

media was asking medical experts about tragic 

cases of microcephaly, but there were few 

answers. The Zika virus was suspected as a 

culprit, but the long known, little researched 

flavivirus has rocketed into prominence as one 

of the industry’s top priorities. The Olympics 

held in Rio de Janeiro seemed to go off with 

minimal impact, but a steady march north, 

with Puerto Rico and Miami experiencing out-

breaks, means the US and other major nations 

must now do more than issue travel warnings.

The NIH hit the clinic with its DNA vac-

cine, VRC-ZKADNA085-00-VP, and Phase I 

safety and immunogenicity data are expected 

by January. NIH was second to the clinic, fol-

lowing Inovio’s DNA vaccine GLS-5700. In 

June, Inovio started its first 40-patient trial at 

three sites in the US and  shortly after launched 

the second trial, which will recruit 80 patients 

in Puerto Rico.

Hyderabad, India-based Bharat Biotech 

claimed the first vaccine candidate for Zika, 

its inactivated vaccine, Zikavac in February. 
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The company is ready and waiting for Indian 

authorities to give it the nod to initiate trials; 

it plans a Phase I study in 100 volunteers, 

according to recent reports.

Other players expected to enter the fray 

with Zika virus candidates include large, tra-

ditional vaccine players like Sanofi and GSK, 

as well as some new to the vaccine game, like 

Takeda who announced its Zika plan, which 

includes up to $312 million from BARDA, the 

US government’s Biomedical Advanced 

Research and Development Authority. France’s 

Sanofi is also working with the US govern-

ment, in a deal with the Walter Reed Army 

Institute of Research, to develop its Zika puri-

fied inactivated virus (ZPIV), which could have 

its first trials in humans this fall.

Inovio’s CEO told Reuters that Zika could 

represent a $1 billion market, largely because 

of its impact on American travelers and the 

effect on desirable geographic destinations. The 

nature of the market could lend itself to up-

and-coming vaccine developer, PaxVax, with 

its socially responsible mandate to market trav-

eler-oriented vaccines, bringing capital and 

resources to underserved, and overlooked mar-

kets in the developing world. In October, Pax-

Vax announced the availability of its vaccine, 

Vaxchora, which offers cholera protection to 

US citizens who might travel to impacted 

regions like Haiti. PaxVax told Pharm Exec in 

March that the company was in the early stages 

applying its proprietary technology from den-

gue fever research to early stage Zika research.

An eye on complexity

Ophthalmology is another field that may add 

a level of complexity to the treatment regimen. 

The established VEGF-inhibitors, Lucentis, 

Eylea and off-label Avastin have been stal-

warts for their manufacturers, Regeneron/

Bayer and Genentech/Novartis. Back-of-the-

eye specialists swear by these drugs and their 

ability to stave of blindness caused by wet age-

related macular degeneration (AMD). But 

recurring with the theme, many patients are 

underserved and progress toward blindness in 

spite of the largely effective monotherapy treat-

ments. Adding tools, with new mechanisms of 

action, and attacking the disease with cock-

tails of molecular actors is the clear path for-

ward. In addition to impeding the visual deg-

radation, eye drug developers aim to develop 

longer-acting treatments, hoping for a superior 

product that removes some of the burden felt 

by their aging population, by permitting equal 

efficacy with less frequent doctor visits and 

fewer intravitreal injections.

Ophthotech has blazed the path with its wet 

AMD candidate, Fovista, a PDGF inhibitor. 

Phase III results for its trial combining Fovista 

with Lucentis are expected before the end of 

the year. Results for its Phase III trials pairing 

Fovista with Eylea and Avastin will follow. 

Phase IIb trials adding Fovista to Lucentis were 

impressive, with patients gaining 10.6 letters of 

visual acuity compared to 6.5 of Lucentis 

alone. Solid results toward the end of 2016 

could lead to approval in 2017, with a label for 

the pairing with Lucentis, and additional Phase 

III data could allow expansion with Eylea and 

Avastin added to the label. Given the large sales 

numbers produced by the VEGF inhibitors on 

the market, another product of an aging popu-

lation, some analysts project that Fovista could 

peak at $2 billion to 3.5 billion in sales.

The bulls backing Ophthotech experienced 

some dread this year, however, when Regeneron 

dropped its VEGF/PDGF combination therapy 

data. The biotech saw a Phase II failure for its 

version, rinucumab paired with Eylea, and will 

shift to combination efforts to anti-angiopoi-

etin-2 nesvacumab, for which it expects Phase 

II results in 2017. The company noted that pre-

clinical data for nesvacumab were more support-

ive of a Phase III combination effort anyways.

The verdict: A pipeline of puzzles

Viewing a smattering of assets in the industry’s 

pipeline, across oncology and in into several 

disease areas, some common elements emerge, 

and it’s not a simple picture. As researchers look 

to conquer difficult diseases, they are bumping 

into multivariate impacts like aging and lifestyle 

on the macro level, and intricate cellular sys-

tems and molecular pathways on the micro 

level. Scientists are pursuing complex answers 

for these convoluted systems. Time—and big 

data—will tell which solutions will help 

patients. It will require another Herculean 

effort to bring these treatments to patients, giv-

ing their complex manufacturing requirements, 

as well as the other challenges of our tangled 

healthcare systems. 
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TECHNOLOGY: DNA vaccine

ZIKA

DRUG NAME:
VRC-ZKAD-

NA085-00-VP 

DEVELOPER: NIH

PHASE: I

TECHNOLOGY: DNA vaccine

ZIKA

DRUG NAME: Zikavac 

COMPANY: Bharat Biotech 

PHASE: I

TECHNOLOGY:
Innactivated 

vaccine

ZIKA

TECHNOLOGY:
Purified inacti-

vated virus 

COMPANY: Sanofi

PHASE I

OPHTHALMOLOGY

WET AMD

DRUG NAME: Fovista  

(pegpleranib)

COMPANY: Ophthotech

PHASE: III

CATALYST:
Phase III 

results 4Q16

SALES  

FORECAST:

$2bn-3.5bn

WAMD

DRUG NAME: nesvacumab

COMPANY:
Regeneron/

Bayer

PHASE: II

CATALYST: 2017
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Loss of exclusivity (LOE) doesn’t have to be the death knell for branded 
drug revenue streams. The key approaches to preserving meaningful 
value well into the post-patent-loss future are outlined
By Faith Glazier, Tom Fezza, and Jodi Reynolds

B
etween 2014 and 2020, a combined total 

of $259 billion in worldwide pharma-

ceutical sales are at risk from patent 

expiration, with $70 billion at risk in 

2016 and 2017 alone. Scary numbers, especially 

when common wisdom holds that, practically 

speaking, loss of exclusivity (LOE) could mean the 

end of a product’s value…and revenue stream.

LOE almost always causes a precipitous decline 

in sales for small molecule drugs—on average, 

brand unit share dips to 16% by the time generics 

have been on the market for one year. However, 

it’s not the end of the line— focused efforts can 

preserve meaningful value for the brand. LOE is a 

natural milestone in a product’s lifecycle which—

similar to market launch—should be strategically 

planned for and managed. Even when a pharma-

ceutical company exhausts all options to extend a 

product’s patent life (reformulations, new indica-

tions, etc.), revenue opportunities remain. A key is 

early action: a company should consider starting 

the LOE planning process two years before the 

anticipated patent expiry date.

Three value-extending strategies

Three LOE strategies have shown demonstrable 

success in extending a small molecule drug’s value. 

These revenue-generating strategies can be exe-

cuted as standalone options or in combination, as 

illustrated by Pfizer and AstraZeneca’s successful 

LOE strategies for their branded products Lipitor 

and Nexium, respectively (see sidebars on page 31).

1. PRESERVE BRAND EQUITY AND PATIENT LOY-

ALTY. To slow brand erosion and continue sales 

momentum, a company may decide to shift its 

Loss of Exclusivity: 
Strategies to Maximize Product Value 
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focus from core marketing and 

sales activities designed to max-

imize sales prior to LOE to a new 

set of activities intended to drive 

patient acquisition and retention 

to maximize sales through the 

LOE period—even if that means 

sacrificing some revenue in the 

pre-LOE window. This strategy 

taps into established brand 

equity and patient loyalty and 

drives increased awareness of the 

branded product’s ongoing avail-

ability. For example, three to six 

months before LOE, a company 

could start to lessen reliance on 

reimbursement from health 

plans by transitioning patients to 

a copay card to drive affordabil-

ity and reduce patient out-of-

pocket (OOP) expenses to levels 

equivalent to those with gener-

ics. This may help maintain sales 

volume and reduce the velocity 

of profit erosion. A company also 

might drive patient retention by 

creating enrollment programs 

(e.g., mail-order, copay cards) 

that collect patient information 

and help facilitate targeted inter-

actions (e.g., refill notices) and 

remind patients that the branded 

product is still available even 

after generics have launched. 

These and other similar tac-

tics may help drive larger margins 

by keeping patients on branded 

therapy in a cost-effective man-

ner. Overall, our experience has 

shown that effective deployment 

of tactics like these can drive any-

where from a 2x to a 20x return 

on investment, depending on the 

approach taken.

When evaluating a strategy to 

preserve brand equity, a branded 

drug company should be mind-

ful that pricing pressures 

increase as the number of generic 

competitors rises—generic-to-

brand price ratios tend to remain 

above 50% when only one or 

two generics are available but 

dip below 25% with five or more 

generics. This dynamic may 

impact its choices around mar-

keting investment levels and tac-

tics. Specifically, if there are five 

or more generic competitors in 

the market, it may not be attrac-

tive to pursue this strategy 

because a branded company’s 

costs may be too high and the 

revenue they can preserve too 

low to be viable. 

Also, this isn’t a one-and-

done decision—the number of 

generic competitors is likely to 

increase or decrease over time so 

companies should continue to 

reevaluate their decision to con-

tinue to invest in the brand. If 

the market becomes too satu-

rated with generics and the price 

gets too low, companies  may 

need to “turn off” this strategy, 

choose another option or, as 

explained later, “sunset” the 

brand. Alternatively, if generic 

competitors drop out of the mar-

ket, it may be worthwhile to 

increase investments over time.

2. CREATE AN OVER-THE-COUN-

TER (OTC) FORMULATION. Some 

drug manufacturers may choose 

to create an OTC version of their 

branded product to maintain 

and/or grow volume post-LOE. 

An OTC formulation strategy 

may help a company to deceler-

ate value erosion post-LOE, 

maintain current customers and 

acquire new ones, and protect 

the branded product’s long-term 

revenue stream. An OTC strat-

egy is also attractive because it 

allows a company to gain access 

to a broader base of potential 

patients and removes reimburse-

ment hurdles from the equation. 

Companies that pursue an 

OTC strategy often need to 

invest more in the product for 

additional trials, regulatory 

approval and, potentially, refor-

mulation. These important steps 

can prove to be challenging as 

regulators consider patient 

safety when using the product 

without a physician’s supervi-

sion. Even after overcoming 

these challenges, a company may 

have to invest in new retail sales 

channels and marketing pro-

grams to gain share. Fortunately, 

it may be able to do this cost-

effectively via a partnership with 

others who already have devel-

oped the channels.

3. LAUNCH A GENERIC. A 

branded drug company may be 

able to profit directly from 

FAST FOCUS

» On average, when a product loses patent exclusivity, brand-unit share drops to 16% once 
generics have been on the market for one year. However, even after exhausting all options to 
extend patent life (reformulations, new indications, etc.), revenue opportunities remain. The 
key is early action—branded drugmakers should proactively begin the LOE planning process 
two years before the patent expiry date.

» Companies attempting to implement LOE strategies can use in-house resources or collaborate 
with external partners. Options for the latter can include co-promotions with royalty streams, 
out-licensing, or contracting with an organization that has experience managing LOE events to 
maximize profit following patent expiration.  

 

» Applying the brand affinity checklist—which measures the level of consumer engagement 
and comfort with a product—can help increase the effectiveness of LOE planning. On the 
execution side, it’s critical for LOE approaches to address changing business priorities and 
market conditions and continuously self-judge and adapt as needed during all phases of the 
LOE process. 
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patients who migrate to a generic 

alternative by offering a generic.  

While this may seem counterin-

tuitive, the company can manu-

facture a generic version of the 

branded drug or partner with 

another party to do so. Varia-

tions of this strategy include:

 » Branded generic: Leverage 

existing product supplies and 

approvals to create a generic 

product to be sold by the 

branded company.

 » Authorized generic: Use exist-

ing product manufacturing 

capacity to provide a private-

label company with the same 

product.

 » Licensed generic: Contract 

with a generic competitor to 

produce a generic version of 

the branded drug; this allows 

the competitor to enter the 

market earlier than it would be 

allowed to otherwise. 

This strategy can allow the 

branded company to retain a 

higher portion of product value 

with relatively low implementa-

tion costs. However, companies 

need to thoroughly understand 

the anticipated generic land-

scape before implementing the 

strategy. The launch of a new 

generic must be carefully timed 

so that the product isn’t the first 

to market (and, therefore, the 

first to introduce price competi-

tion for the brand) but is 

launched early enough to cap-

ture a significant share of the 

generic market.  

One of the best times for a 

branded company to launch a 

generic is when a generic com-

pany has effectively challenged 

the brand’s patent and is granted 

180 days of market exclusivity. 

In situations like these, the 

generic launched by the origina-

tor company has been able to 

capture 30-50% of generic drug 

sales. This strategy is more 

attractive when the total number 

of generic entrants is expected to 

be relatively low (less then five) 

—once that number increases, 

the new generic drug’s price and 

market share may be too low to 

justify the approach.

As a side note, a company 

that chooses to implement one 

of the three revenue-generating 

LOE strategies may move for-

ward using in-house resources or 

by collaborating with an exter-

nal partner. Options could 

include co-promotions with roy-

alty streams, out-licensing, or 

contracting with a company that 

has experience managing LOE 

events to maximize profit post-

LOE. Externalization can ben-

efit companies by helping them 

maintain focus on their core 

business while allowing them to 

access best-in-breed capabilities 

from across the industry.

The last resort:  

Sunset the brand

If the highlighted three LOE 

strategies aren’t a match for your 

product’s attributes and compa-

ny’s broader capabilities and 

business objectives, there is a 

fourth option—sunset the 

brand. In this approach, compa-

nies continue to manufacture the 

product but suspend all market-

ing and sales investments and 

adjust inventory levels to account 

for the decline in demand. 

To effectively sunset a product, 

the company should review all of 

the ongoing cost drivers and deter-

mine the best path forward to 

minimize the expenditures 

required to maintain a presence in 

the market. For example, it may 

be possible to reduce the number 

of SKUs and, in turn, reduce man-

ufacturing and inventory costs. It 

is also important to understand 

that products approach the point 

of sunset at different rates. Prod-

uct and market dynamics may 

help determine the right time to 

sunset a brand—for example, a 

higher number of generic compet-

itors may accelerate the process. 

Consult the brand 

affinity checklist

One overarching criterion that 

can help to determine the optimal 

path(s) to effective LOE manage-

ment is brand affinity, the level of 
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customer engagement and com-

fort with the brand. Applying the 

answers from the brand affinity 

checklist (see Figure 1 on page 

28) can help to guide strategic 

decision-making and increase the 

effectiveness of LOE planning. 

If brand affinity is high, then 

both preserving and maximizing 

the brand and switching to OTC 

may be attractive LOE options.  

To evaluate whether switching to 

OTC is viable, a company should 

answer this key question: Would 

the current Rx product—or a 

modification thereof—satisfy the 

FDA’s strict OTC approval crite-

ria? Considerations include the 

ease of symptom identification, 

product safety profile, potential 

for misuse or abuse, regimen com-

plexity, and patients’ ability to 

self-manage the disease. If the 

answer is yes, a two-pronged Rx 

and OTC LOE strategy may be 

appropriate. If the answer is no, it 

may be better to double-down on 

the Rx strategy. 

A company also should con-

sider the intensity of market com-

petition before moving forward 

with either of these options. For 

example, it may be difficult for a 

company to benefit from pursuing 

an OTC strategy if it is unable to 

lock in a period of exclusivity to 

drive OTC volume. Further, the 

effectiveness of differentiation and 

loyalty tactics is dampened when 

the market offers more treatment 

options.  

If brand affinity is low, then 

the most likely options are to 

launch a generic or sunset the 

brand. Launching a generic is the 

more resource-intensive of these 

two approaches and its success is 

highly dependent on speed to mar-

ket because the company will have 

greater opportunity to capture 

market share by locking in con-

tracts with distributors and 

wholesalers. Therefore, the strat-

egy should only be deployed if a 

company has the internal capa-

bilities or the third-party relation-

ships to get to market quickly and 

capture wholesaler/pharmacy 

contracts to drive volume.

Final ly, when decid ing 

whether to execute an LOE strat-

egy in-house or with an external 

partner, companies need to con-

sider myriad variables, including 

organizational capabilities, risk 

tolerance, portfolio (whether sim-

ilar products allow for an optimi-

zation play across products), and 

the commercial attractiveness of 

a longer-term play in generics. 

Two years and 

counting down

No matter which LOE strategy 

a company chooses to pursue, 

planning should commence two 

years prior to the anticipated 

LOE date. An early start is 

essential to allow the organiza-

tion time to develop and deploy 

its LOE strategy before the LOE 

date. Generally speaking, if a 

company waits until after LOE 

to deploy its LOE strategy it is 

too late and the impact of any 

LOE efforts will be greatly 

diminished. As illustrated in Fig-

ure 2 at left, a typical planning 

and execution timeline is seg-

mented into pre-LOE, peri-LOE, 

and post-LOE periods. Among 

important considerations:

 » The peri-LOE period, six 

months before to six months 

after LOE, is the primary time 

to launch the selected LOE 

strategy in the market.

 » Efforts to build and implement 

a preserve/maximize brand 

equity strategy should begin 

one-to-two years before LOE 

to build programs and launch 

the offering in the final six 

months of exclusivity.

 » Companies choosing the OTC 

option will need to begin work 

earlier than those producing 

an authorized generic because 

OTC product approval has a 

longer lead time than other, 

more market ing- centr ic , 

approaches.

 » Externalizing a product typi-

cally has a one-to-two-year 

time horizon.

Manage the milestone, 

generate value

Product LOE isn’t something 

that happens to a pharmaceuti-

cal company, it is a milestone 

event with significant forward 

visibility. A company can con-

tinue to generate value and rev-

enue from its LOE brands but 

proac t ive management i s 

required to do so. Strategic plan-

ning should begin two years 
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before LOE, but, for companies 

already within that two-year 

window, all is not lost—although 

the urgency to act now and 

accelerate planning efforts is def-

initely greater. 

Finally, LOE strategy can and 

should evolve over time to 

address changing business prior-

ities and market conditions; com-

panies should continuously mon-

itor, evaluate, and adapt their 

strategy as needed during not 

only the pre- and peri-LOE peri-

ods but also throughout the post-

LOE period—you never know 

when something may change in 

the generic landscape. 
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Case Study: Pfizer’s Lipitor—Always Cover Your Bases

Case Study: AstraZeneca’s Nexium—A Tale of Two Dosages

Lipitor, a statin launched in 1996 to treat high 

cholesterol, was facing loss of exclusivity in November, 

2011. Lipitor was Pfizer’s top-selling drug (global peak 

sales of $13 billion) and accounted for one-sixth of 

Pfizer’s revenues in 2010.  Given the magnitude of 

impact the Lipitor LOE would have on Pfizer’s bottom 

line, the company launched a comprehensive strategy 

focused on winning by 1) driving customer stickiness 

and brand loyalty to keep patients on branded Lipitor; 

and 2) launching an authorized generic to capture a 

portion of the generic atorvastatin market.  

To maximize branded Lipitor performance, 

Pfizer invested heavily in direct-to-consumer (DTC) 

advertising in the two years leading up to Lipitor’s LOE, 

spending more than $270 million on Lipitor advertising 

in 2010 and $220 million in 2011. In the year of its LOE 

(2011), Lipitor was the most heavily promoted drug 

on television.  When Lipitor lost exclusivity, Pfizer also 

launched other DTC brand preservation tactics, such 

as a consumer copay card program that lowered the 

patient copay to $4 a month (versus $10 for generic 

atorvastatin) and a specialty pharmacy partnership 

to enable direct mail order fulfillment of Lipitor 

prescriptions. 

Further, Pfizer partnered with Watson to sell 

its authorized generic, a Pfizer-manufactured 

atorvastatin.  This approach allowed Pfizer to benefit 

from generic competition and, at six months post-

LOE, the Pfizer-Watson product had achieved 30% of 

generic atorvastatin share. 

The Lipitor LOE strategy was considered a 

success—Pfizer extended the value of the brand 

and slowed generic erosion. In 2012, Lipitor 

maintained—20% of US pre-LOE annual sales of over 

$5 billion.  “We kept three times more share than has 

traditionally occurred” after patent expiry for a big 

drug, Pfizer’s CEO Ian Read said in an interview. “We 

added hundreds of millions of dollars of profitability to 

the company, as well as enabling patients to stay on 

the brand.”

Nexium, a proton pump inhibitor launched in the US 

in 2015 to treat gastroesophageal reflux disease, was 

facing loss of exclusivity in May 2014.   Nexium was 

AstraZeneca’s second-biggest product by revenue 

at the time. In 2013, global sales of Nexium reached 

$7.8 billion, and the product was ranked sixth in sales 

volume worldwide.  

AstraZeneca successfully leveraged consumer 

marketing campaigns to brand Nexium as “The Purple 

Pill.” Brand loyalty, a strong safety profile, and ease of 

symptom identification opened the aperture for the 

types of LOE strategies AstraZeneca could pursue.

Nexium, like many other drugs in the gastrointestinal 

(GI) space, was produced in two doses, which 

presented an opportunity for a two-pronged strategy. 

First, AstraZeneca continued to raise awareness and 

brand recognition for Nexium through DTC advertising. 

As part of this strategy, AstraZeneca launched a 

copay card for patients to lower the cost of branded 

prescription Nexium and make it easier for patients 

to stay on the branded product at the pharmacy. In 

parallel, AstraZeneca partnered with Pfizer in 2012 

to develop an OTC formulation for the lower dose; 

the pair successfully obtained FDA approval in 2014.    

While AstraZeneca brought the product to the table, 

Pfizer brought extensive experience in consumer 

health and the capabilities needed for success in the 

OTC market.  

AstraZeneca’s two-pronged LOE strategy for 

Nexium was a success. Despite generic competition, 

prescription Nexium maintained $900 million in US 

revenue in 2015, nearly 50% of its revenue the year 

prior—a value that exc eeded analysts’ expectations. 

The Nexium OTC partnership also was considered a 

win: AstraZeneca was able to continue to focus on 

its core prescription business while gaining access to 

industry-leading consumer health and LOE capabilities. 

AstraZeneca said the deal would help the company 

“realize the substantial, long-term value of [the] 

brand and potentially other brands in [AstraZeneca’s] 

portfolio.” Nexium OTC launched in the US in May 2014,  

generated $210 million in US sales through the end of 

2015,  and is described as one of the largest and most 

successful Rx-to-OTC switches.
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Jeremy Desai, CEO of Apotex, Canada’s largest generic drugs producer, 
discusses the impact of industry pricing pressure in Canada—and how 
smaller and independent companies can thrive in an era of consolidation 
and growing competition
By Julian Upton

A
potex, founded with two employees in 

1974, is now Canada’s largest producer 

of generics drugs, with a global staff of 

more than 10,000 and worldwide sales 

of more than CAD2 billion per year. Dr. Jeremy 

Desai joined the company in 2003 as senior vice 

president of research and development, and later 

served as global head of R&D and chief operating 

officer. He was appointed chief executive officer and 

president in August 2014. 

As the industry is under increased pressure on 

its pricing practices—from large-company consoli-

dation and from the shift toward developing more 

complex biologics—Desai recently gave Pharm Exec 

his take on how a privately owned company like 

Apotex can survive in a changing and uncertain 

generics landscape.

PE: What are the key changes you have seen in the 

generics space—in Canada and beyond—since you 

joined Apotex?

DESAI: The competition has greatly increased 

over the last 15 years, that is from both Indian and 

Chinese companies moving into the arena. The 

regulatory rigor, especially from FDA—but not 

exclusively from that agency—has been enhanced. 

Over this period, we’ve gone from a position where 

there were many blockbuster, branded molecules 

available for genericization to one where we’re 

moving to more complex molecules, different dos-

age forms and to biosimilars. The other thing is 

the consolidation at the customer level. In the US 

today, four customers control almost 90% of the 

generic volume. 

Competition in Canada has also increased and 

we’re seeing more what we call “suitcase compa-

nies.” These are generally the Indian companies, 

because for them it is a question of doing one Cana-

dian biostudy to get an approval and then coming 

in and being able to compete solely on price at a time 

when the lens on pricing is becoming more focused.

PE: How can the industry adapt to this tougher pricing 

environment?

DESAI: It is a big problem for us in Canada 

because of the difference in the litigation landscape 

Survival of the Nimblest 
Flipping the Generics Map in Canada
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and the patent linkage compared 

with say, the US, where there is 

no 180-day exclusivity provision. 

There is no reward for a company 

taking on all that litigation, risk 

and cost in Canada, and so as 

pricing drops, it is difficult for us 

to maintain a sustainable model 

that undertakes these costs. And 

there lies the other problem, in 

that we have the double jeopardy 

law in Canada, where one can 

win in the courts on the regula-

tion and launch, but lose on the 

patent trial and still be liable for 

lost profits from the brand.

Starting up now would be 

very different here. Apotex and 

the other Canadian companies 

that emerged in the late 1970s did 

so because of compulsory licens-

ing; bringing generic medicines 

to the market was a much more 

regulatory-friendly process. But 

now, for a host of reasons, it’s a 

tough environment in Canada 

and if were to rewind the clock, 

it would be difficult to get the 

level of growth and traction in 

the market place that we did in 

the 1970s and 1980s.

PE: You’ve had a couple of recent 

clashes with Health Canada. What 

is the issue for you there?

DESAI: In terms of resources, 

Health Canada is relatively small 

in comparison with EMA (Euro-

pean Medicines Agency) or FDA 

and so, whether we’re talking 

about compliance or reviewing 

ANDAs (abbreviated new drug 

applications), we find that Health 

Canada tends to gravitate either 

to the European or the US posi-

tion on approval. But it’s hard to 

predict which way it will go; 

there seems to be no rhyme or 

reason as to which system it 

chooses to support. 

As we move into more com-

plex issues, whether that is to do 

with more complex molecules or 

complex issues relating to compli-

ance, we have to wait for Health 

Canada’s skill set to build. His-

torically, Apotex is one of the 

leaders in submitting these types 

of products, so we are always 

ahead of that learning curve with 

Health Canada. Our portfolios 

generally are driven by US and 

European patent expirations and 

more often than not, those hap-

pen earlier than in Canada, so 

our development is more 

advanced than Health Canada’s.

PE: Looking beyond Canada, what 

are your thoughts on the proposed 

EU-Canada Comprehensive Eco-

nomic and Trade Agreement with 

Canada (CETA)?

DESAI: We lobbied hard as a 

generic association on trying to 

get the right language into the 

CETA agreement as it pertains to 

generics, and especially as it 

relates to data exclusivity, with 

the ultimate hope to remove the 

dual litigation provision in Can-

ada. Some of that language was 

built into the final version, but 

with the new Trudeau govern-

ment, a lot of that language is 

being discussed again. And now 

with Brexit, I don’t really know 

how CETA will unravel.

PE: Are emerging markets still an 

attractive option in your view?

DESAI: Emerging markets are 

attractive, but based on our expe-

riences and those of other com-

panies, we have to tread carefully. 

There is opportunity, no ques-

tion, but the overall pharma 

growth of the emerging markets 

has been slower than expected. 

There are some unique character-

istics, especially in some of the 

established emerging markets 

such as Latin and South America, 

that require specific strategies to 

be successful; they need to be 

driven on an access-driven com-

mercial model as opposed to a 

simple sales and marketing focus.

From our point of view, we 

are evaluating where we are and 

making sure that we are sensitive 

to local competition and the 

increased foreign competition, 

but if we have the right portfolio 

and capabilities and understand-

ing, there is still value to be 

gained from emerging markets.

PE: Is the wave of consolidation 

among big companies in the gener-

ics space something that concerns 

you?

DESAI: Consolidation, espe-

cially between the big manufac-

turers, has its own challenges, in 

FAST FOCUS

» Competition in the generic drug space in Canada has intensified, driven by the influx of more 
so-called “suitcase companies.” These are generally Indian firms that conduct one Canadian 
biostudy to gain product approval and then establish a competitive position in the nation solely 
on price. 

» Bringing generic medicines to the market used to be a much more regulatory-friendly 
process in Canada, helping companies such as Apotex emerge and mature with the aid of 
compulsory licensing. Today, there is no reward for drugmakers in taking on patent litigation, 
with some falling victim to Canada’s double jeopardy law—where a brand can win in the courts 
on regulation and launch, but lose on the patent trial and still be liable for lost profits.    

» Apotex follows a virtual model of sorts, identifying select partners in drug development and 
manufacturing. This approach has helped the company develop the first wave of biosimilar 
products (versions of Neupogen and Neulasta), and Apotex is also in the advanced stages of a 
wave of monoclonal products. The company has a focused position in oncology, via building its 
core competencies internally and through partnerships.
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terms of integration and bring-

ing together different cultures, 

and therein lies considerable dis-

ruption. Customers still need to 

rely on companies of Apotex’s 

size to ensure that, as these 

larger companies go through 

their integration processes, they 

are not affected too much by the 

disruption. 

The size of Apotex allows us 

to be much more nimble when 

looking at opportunities in the 

market. When other competitors, 

for whatever reasons, cannot sup-

ply products, we can move a lot 

quicker than some of the larger 

organizations because we don’t 

have the bureaucracy and levels 

of decision-making that some of 

these organizations have. We are 

privately owned, and conse-

quently have more stability, and 

more continuity of knowledge 

and experience 

Having said that, we continue 

to look at what our differentiation 

strategies are. Effective partnering 

is very important for us, as we still 

want to offer the broadest and 

most attractive portfolio and, of 

course, we can’t do everything 

internally. For us it remains 

important to find effective part-

ners that can operate at the same 

level of nimbleness as we do. 

PE: What strategy do you have with 

regard to developing and manufac-

turing more complex biologics? 

DESAI: We’ve been very effec-

tive developing a pipeline almost 

under the radar—we haven’t 

made a lot of noise out there in 

terms of what we’ve been doing. 

Just recently, we were successful 

in a trial in the US against Amgen 

on Neupogen and Neulasta on 

non-infringement on a patent 

that was going out to 2031, and 

we are the first company to have 

won on that patent. 

Our strategy on biosimilars 

has been very controlled; we 

haven’t gone in and acquired 

large companies or capabilities. 

We used almost a virtual model, 

where we’ve identified select 

partners in the development and 

the manufacturing arenas. 

Through that network we’ve 

been able to develop the first 

wave of products (the biosimilars 

of Neupogen and Neulasta) and 

we are now in the advanced 

stages of our second wave, which 

are monoclonal products. 

We’ve also taken a position to 

focus on the oncology space, but 

rather than say, “OK, let’s do a 

biosimilar of Remicade or 

Humira,” we’re very much build-

ing our core competence internally 

and through our partnerships.

PE: Does investing in more complex 

medicines with longer develop-

ment and manufacturing lead times 

and higher risks require a degree of 

cultural change?

DESAI: I don’t think it has 

required a cultural change, but it 

has required a change in terms of 

the skills we have had to develop 

and bring in. The skill sets that 

we’re now seeing in big biotech, 

small, start-up bio and compa-

nies developing biosimilars are 

converging. What we have had to 

do is reexamine the competencies 

that are needed, competencies 

that historically we have not 

required before.

PE: Is the biosimilars “pie” big 

enough for all companies to ben-

efit from this potential market?  

DESAI: We recognize that even 

in our own pipeline, the chances 

of being first on each of those 

molecules is low. However, we’ve 

developed very good science and 

our litigation strategy is quite 

unique, which was borne out by 

that successful Neupogen/Neu-

lasta win in the US courts. While 

in some cases our development 

may be behind some of the com-

panies developing the same mol-

ecule, that doesn’t automatically 

mean we won’t be part of wave 

one, as there is the long patent 

dance in the courts and the 

obtaining of regulatory approval 

to take into consideration. So we 

hope that we will be a significant 

player in the first-wave launches 

of a particular molecule.

Our future growth rests on 

making sure we have a balanced 

portfolio and recognizing that 

some of the bigger opportunities 

going forward are going to be in 

complex dosage forms, maybe in 

CR, XR, and in different delivery 

platforms. But there is still 

immense value in making sure 

that we are one of the first-wave 

launches of small molecules com-

ing off patent. Those numbers 

may be smaller, but we have to 

be there. 

JULIAN UPTON is 

Pharm Exec’s Online & 

European Editor. He 

can be reached at 

julian.upton@ubm.com

“The skill sets that we’re now seeing in big 

biotech, small, start-up bio and companies 

developing biosimilars are converging. What we 

have had to do is reexamine the competencies 

that are needed, competencies that historically we 

have not required before.”
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Industry working group presents a common standards and definition 
framework for “Access” competencies—as a starting point in solving the 
current shortage of talent and leaders for this widening set of activities    

A
nearly universal chal-

lenge faced by phar-

maceutical compa-

nies today is the 

increasing shortage of competen-

cies and talent in market access. 

In contrast to well-established 

functions like marketing and 

finance, the role of “Access” is 

often ambiguous and lacks a 

common nomenclature and stan-

dard. The fact that Access has 

evolved rapidly in the past 

decades and continues to span 

an ever broadening set of activi-

ties only adds further to the lack 

of clarity around Access. At the 

same time, Access becomes 

increasingly business-central as 

the topics that fall within its pur-

view fundamentally impact and 

are critical to the core of a phar-

maceutical company’s business 

and success.

Convening power

The Boston Consulting Group 

(BCG) Market Access Round-

table is a forum that brings 

together senior pharmaceutical 

leaders in market access and 

serves as a platform for interac-

tive discussion on industry level 

topics.

In light of the changing role 

of market access, the Roundta-

ble members created a working 

group with the goal of develop-

ing a common set of standards 

and terminologies for market 

access competencies of the 

future. This paper summarizes 

the outcome of the work con-

ducted over the past year.

Statement of problem

Access: An increasing 

shortage of competencies 

and talent

There is a shortage of Access-

related competencies and talent. 

While most people would agree 

that Access is becoming increas-

ingly important and pervasive, 

it could be considered ironic 

that the definition of the term 

“Access”—the activities that 

fall within its broadening scope, 

and the role they play in today’s 

pharmaceutical industry—are 

Building Market Access 
Competencies for the Future

Working Group Members  
(And co-authors of this report)
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anything but clear or consis-

tent.

The ambiguity of the role 

and activities of market access 

becomes even more striking if 

one compares Access with other 

functional domains such as 

finance and marketing. Those 

functions today benefit from 

clear definitions of their roles 

and activities, and are part of 

an established nomenclature 

and standard. 

In general, a typical finance 

or marketing career path is rel-

atively well-defined, has been 

trodden by many over time, and 

has well-marked entrances and 

exits. Consequently, training 

such as MBAs and specialist 

courses have emerged to 

develop talent and prepare its 

students to step into these clear 

career paths by assuming 

expert or leadership roles 

within those domains. We 

would venture to say that the 

current status for such roles can 

be attributed to clarity as to the 

roles, activities and competen-

cies that are required within 

functions like marketing and 

finance. 

In contrast, Access has his-

torically been far more difficult 

to define, especially as it has 

changed significantly over the 

past decade. It has become 

increasingly important, moving 

beyond a pure technical role to 

a far more business-critical and 

central role. Despite this, the 

transition into and out of mar-

ket access roles remains vague 

and can be summarized simply 

as difficult to get into, difficult 

to get out of. We believe these 

challenges demonstrate a need 

for the industry to provide clar-

ity on what Access covers, as 

well as the competencies that 

are required to support it.

Toward a common 

terminology and standard

We believe a common set of stan-

dards and terminology could 

serve as a first step for the phar-

maceutical industry to define 

and develop Access talent-devel-

opment. This would enable com-

pany managers, in general, and 

HR practitioners, specifically, to 

better understand the Access 

domain, where it fits within an 

organization and how to make 

more informed and better deci-

sions on developing Access tal-

ent. Finally, we would also see 

this as a crucial first step in 

establishing a minimum stan-

dard toward which organiza-

tions, both within the industry 

and potentially also academic 

institutions, could aim.

An evolving and 

dynamic discipline

Few would dispute that Access as 

a discipline is continuing to 

evolve at a tremendous rate. His-

torically, Access could be charac-

terized as an art and it was pri-

marily focused on stakeholder 

relationship management. Dur-

ing the 1990s and 2000s, it 

shifted toward the technical and 

scientific side, particularly with 

its economic focus on assessment 

models that could be used to 

demonstrate product value. 

Today, Access has arguably 

evolved even further, and in some 

respects has come at least par-

tially full circle—back toward 

being an art form that blends 

technical requirements and the 

need to shape and influence a 

multitude of diverse stakeholders.

Today, Access increasingly 

assumes a central role as the top-

ics that fall within its purview 

fundamentally impact and are 

critical to the core of a pharma-

ceutical firm’s business and suc-

cess (see Figure 1 on facing page). 

We see Access considerations and 

their importance occupying a far 

greater role in the future, and 

would venture to say that in five 

years, if it is not already, it will 

be perceived as a functional pil-

lar that is as significant as com-

mercial and medical are today. 

Illustrative trends such as 

increasing real-world evidence 

(RWE) requirements (often fol-

lowing conditional approval and 

early benefit assessment), 

increasing price transparency, 

the rise of high-value combina-

tion therapies, disease chronifi-

cation and the emergence of 

more curative therapies are all 

illustrations of Access issues at 

the core of how modern phar-

maceutical companies need to 

organize, strategize and execute.

Viewed through a product 

lifecycle lens, Access is also 

becoming a far broader discipline 

(see Figure 2 on page 38). While 

Access initially focused on the 

period immediately prior to and 

during launch (e.g., to synthesize 

evidence to support reimburse-

ment applications), Access 

Access has come at least partially full 

circle—back toward being an art form 

that blends technical requirements 

and the need to shape and influence  

a multitude of diverse stakeholders
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requirements have spread to 

encompass both earlier periods 

(e.g., providing input into R&D 

on evidence requirements, provid-

ing key inputs into business plan-

ning during development, shap-

ing assessment methodologies 

and identifying and shaping poli-

cies to positively affect change) 

and later periods (e.g., engaging 

with sub-national payers to over-

come local and regional concerns, 

shaping tender and contracting 

policy and managing pricing dur-

ing loss of exclusivity).

Within the context of this 

steadily growing span of activi-

ties and business-critical topics, it 

is more difficult to define exactly 

what Access stands for, and what 

types of competencies it requires. 

To facilitate a common under-

standing, we believe it is impor-

tant to embrace three changes in 

our general understanding and 

definition of Access competencies 

(see Figure 3 on page 39). 

First and most critically, we 

see an increasing need for identi-

fying a new type of competency 

that would allow an individual 

to effectively operate as an orga-

nizational point person for 

Access. Operating within a 

matrix-like structure, we see this 

as a necessary competency to 

provide the connectivity with 

technical access domains and the 

rest of the business (e.g., market-

ing, medical, development, etc.). 

Previously, such roles were not 

explicitly visible, and were often 

roles at least partially assumed 

by experts within pricing and 

reimbursement or health eco-

nomics and outcomes research 

(HEOR) functions. We see this 

as a highly strategic competency 

that is critical for better integrat-

ing and enabling collaboration 

of access activities and issues 

into the business mainstream.

Secondly, we would propose 

to split the spectrum of responsi-

bilities that fall within pricing 

and reimbursement into two new 

competencies: a pricing compe-

tency, that embraces all activities 

around developing and execut-

ing strategic and operational 

pricing, and an evidence (e.g., 

health technology assessment 

[HTA]) synthesis competency, 

which includes many of the 

activities and competencies pre-

viously falling under the broad 

banner of reimbursement (such 

as the development of value 

propositions to obtain successful 

payer and HTA appraisals).

Finally, we suggest reclassi-

fying HEOR and acknowledg-

ing that it accommodates two 

very differing competencies. 

Much of the health economics 

component (e.g., HTA, epide-

miological models, etc.), we 

would argue is more akin to an 

evidence synthesis competency, 

while outcomes research is a 

distinct competency unto itself 

that could be classified as evi-

dence generation.

Competency 

descriptions

Our intent in laying out the fol-

lowing competency descriptions 

is to define the core competencies 

that fall within the remit of an 

Access domain. We have deliber-

ately avoided any form of pre-

scription through job definitions 

or titles, as we recognize that dif-

ferent pharmaceutical firms will 

divide and blend these competen-

cies as their needs require. Our 

intent is to describe the core com-

petencies that we believe every 

successful global market access 

organization will need to exhibit.

As a starting point, we have 

selected a set of five competen-

cies that cover the majority of 

roles and activities that we see in 

Access today: Access lead, pol-

icy, pricing, evidence (e.g., HTA) 

synthesis and evidence genera-

tion. We believe that these com-

petencies are universally appli-

cable across all pharmaceutical 

companies, although we would 

see them as the global level com-

petencies that are typically 

required in mid-to-large organi-

Figure 1: Multiple trends are driving the evolution of access-related competencies.
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zations. In many companies, 

and in particular at the regional 

and local levels, many of these 

core competencies can and will 

be conducted by the same per-

son with multiple competencies.

1. Access Lead

Objective: Leads access strategy 

and implementation through:

Shaping and developing strategy

 » Anticipating a changing land-

scape, including emerging 

trends that can affect Access 

thinking of all stakeholders 

(e.g., payers) 

 » Driving development and 

implementation of strategies to 

secure/maintain Access at 

optimal prices

Enabling cross-functional 

collaboration

 » Ensuring and leading close 

partnership within access 

functions to align strategy, 

policy, pricing, evidence syn-

thesis and evidence generation

 » Integrating access consider-

ations into other functional 

domains (e.g., commercial, 

medical, regulatory, clinical)

Building access capabilities

 » Driving the creation of an 

access mindset through train-

ing and other communication 

initiatives 

 » Ensuring capabilities across 

access functions are developed 

and maintained along the 

product lifecycle 

2. Policy

Objective: Creates a positive and 

beneficial access environment by:

Generating insights 

 » Monitoring the relevant policy 

environment

 » Understanding key healthcare 

trends and their effect on mar-

ket access-related decision 

makers

 » Identifying policy priorities 

and objectives to overcome key 

access barriers

Developing strategies

 » Developing policy positions 

that address access barriers, 

support patient choice and 

ensure a sustainable pharma-

ceutical industry

 » Generating disease impact 

policies

 » Supporting and leading strate-

gies and implementation plans 

that shape favorable access 

and funding environments 

and appropriate uptake of 

products

Advocating

 » Developing network of con-

tacts with key policy stake-

holders 

 » Identifying and educating 

advocacy groups to inform 

policymakers

 » Supporting communications 

and media relations activities 

to achieve policy objectives 

3. Pricing

Objective: Develops and exe-

cutes strategic and operational 

pricing through:

Generating insights

 » Monitoring evolution of rele-

vant P&R systems and HTA 

policy

 » Anticipating trends, competi-

tors, and prices across markets 

 » Tracking and managing com-

pany pricing and reimburse-

ment decisions

Strategic pricing

 » Conducting research and 

analysis to understand P&R 

drivers

 » Providing input into evidence-

generation plans

 » Shaping target product profiles 

(TPPs) 

 » Developing and implementing 

pricing strategy throughout 

product lifecycle

 » Developing general pricing 

guidance (e.g., TA pricing, 

pricing corridors) 

Operational pricing

 » Managing engagement and 

negotiations with payers to 

achieve local P&R 

 » Developing and implementing 

market access solutions (e.g., 

innovative contracting, patient 

access schemes) 

Figure 2: Overview of common access-related activities.
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 » Understanding access implica-

tions for other business/func-

tion decisions 

4. Evidence synthesis

Objective: Develops product 

value propositions to obtain suc-

cessful payer/ HTA appraisals by: 

Shaping requirements

 » Monitoring evolving HTA 

technical requirements and 

shaping new methods with 

external partners 

 » Providing input into, reviewing 

and shaping evidence genera-

tion plans (e.g., comparator, 

target patient populations, 

endpoints, QoL data, etc.) 

 » Providing early scientific advice

 » Driving clinical/medical teams 

to fill evidence gaps (e.g., indi-

rect comparison, subgroup 

analysis, etc.) and build inte-

grated evidence packages

Demonstrating value proposition

 » Building HTA models to dem-

onstrate value proposition and 

predict budget impact 

 » Designing, executing and ana-

lyzing HTA studies to create 

value messages that resonate 

with payers and other stake-

holders 

Submitting evidence  

and engaging

 » Synthesizing and submitting 

P&R applications including 

HE value dossiers

 » Engaging with HTA authori-

ties along the product lifecycle 

to preempt and respond to 

technical concerns 

5. Evidence generation

Objective: Supports the identifi-

cation and generation of evi-

dence that will support optimal 

access by: 

Shaping environment

 » Monitoring evolving eviden-

tiary requirements (including 

epidemiology) that affect suc-

cessful negotiations and reim-

bursement

 » Technical negotiation with 

HTA and payer authorities on 

evidence strategies, and clinical 

and RWE development plans

Generating evidence

 » Developing cross-functional 

evidence strategies and genera-

tion plans that support reim-

bursement for both clinical 

and RWE 

 » Col laborat ing with and 

reviewing clinical science to 

ensure capture of clinically 

reported outcomes and patient-

reported outcomes as required 

 » Ensuring evidence is delivered 

to and interpreted for HTA to 

enable successful HTA appraisal 

Where do we  

go from here?

We recognize that the setting of 

standards and definitions will 

not by itself solve the current 

shortage of access talent and 

leaders. We hope it serves as a 

first step for at least three stake-

holders to take action:

 » For individuals to understand 

more consistently and holisti-

cally what activities fall within 

the core of Access, and what 

roles Access plays within an 

organization

 » For pharmaceutical companies 

to better define where they 

have access competency gaps, 

and to define career paths and 

roles that can develop Access 

leaders

 » For educational institutions to 

take up and design educational 

offerings that develop Access 

leaders from technical experts, 

and bring non-Access special-

ists into the Access realm

Collectively, we are confident 

that tackled from multiple angles, 

the increasing need for Access 

practitioners and for an increased 

understanding of Access more 

generally can be achieved. 

Figure 3: The transition toward a common definition of access competencies.

The setting of standards and 

definitions will not by itself solve  

the current shortage of Access  

talent. It is a first step
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A 
shift is underway in regulatory 

information management (RIM) 

as pharmaceutical companies 

evaluate their global operating capa-

bilities. A recent report by Gens and As-

sociates shows that many organizations 

are embarking on significant transfor-

mation initiatives, not simply looking 

for incremental change. As pressure 

mounts on profitability in the business, 

senior executives are looking for regu-

latory teams to operate more efficiently 

and effectively. 

This is creating a sense of urgency 

around harmonizing processes and 

adopting shared global systems to im-

prove data quality, reporting capabili-

ties, and end-to-end process flows. A 

number of priorities are driving this 

urgency, chief among them is the new 

IDMP standard, which requires regula-

tory teams to collate data from multiple 

sources and functions. 

As companies put plans in place to 

meet IDMP requirements, many are 

proposing changes that have far-reach-

ing impact. One such company, UCB, 

got an early start on IDMP preparations 

with a comprehensive strategy around 

data and modernizing their RIM capa-

bilities. As the Pharm Exec interview 

with UCB shows, transforming RIM 

can not only improve the efficiency and 

agility of the business, it also translates 

data quality into patient value.

RIM Transformation Accelerates

Industry analyst Steve Gens, manag-

ing partner of Gens and Associates, has 

been following RIM trends for more 

than a decade and has captured some 

significant changes in the latest an-

nual RIM report, Pursuing World Class 

Regulatory Information Management 

(RIM); Strategy, Measures and Priori-

ties. A dramatic 86% are embarking on 

transformational change in one or more 

of the seventeen regulatory capabilities 

tracked in the report. While most trans-

formations are in early stages, 85% of 

companies expect to realize significant 

business benefits within the next two to 

three years. 

“We are seeing an unprecedented 

level of change in regulatory,” Gens 

said. “In the last 24 months, technology 

spending has accelerated significantly 

and we think it’s going to continue for 

another two or three years.” Forty-one 

percent of surveyed companies plan to 

change their submissions content man-

agement systems within the next two 

years. Sixty-five percent are changing 

their submission planning systems and 

a dramatic 73% are changing systems 

for managing health authority interac-

tions. The scale of change differs by 

company size. Gens continued, “Large 

biopharmaceuticals, basically the top 

50 defined by Pharmaceutical Execu-

tive, are focused on transformational 

changes, while in smaller organizations 

the changes are more incremental.”

Regulatory transformation initia-

tives are also bigger and broader than 

they used to be. “Historically, we’ve 

seen regulatory capabilities upgraded 

with individual change initiatives. To-

day, regulatory change is treated as an 

end-to-end program with colleagues 

from clinical, quality, and manufac-

turing participating.” Companies are 

reinforcing their new RIM strategy 

with organizational changes, with 52% 

implementing new roles and responsi-

bilities around data governance or data 

quality. Another 45% of companies are 

implementing the concept of end-to-end 

process ownership and governance. 

Goals of Transformation

Harmonization

There has been and continues to be a 

shift toward standardized systems with 

a common RIM model. “Companies are 

moving from a disparate RIM model 

where systems vary by geography or 

product, to a common RIM model in 

which they use shared global systems,” 

Gens said. “Companies are taking a 

more holistic approach, managing regu-

latory processes globally, and their ef-

forts are paying off.” The new research 

shows that companies with a common 

RIM model are 18% more efficient than 

their competitors with disparate RIM 

systems and have 2.5 times more confi-

dence in the quality of their data.

Data Quality

The quality and reliability of data is also 

Transformation Initiatives Underway  
for Regulatory Information Management

Submission Content 
Management

41%
65%

Submission 
Planning

73%

Health Authority 
Interactions

Figure 1. Significant plans for system 

changes within two years

by large and mid-sized companies, 

n=36
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a top priority in RIM transformation. 

“Every local market or regional hub 

must contribute consistently to global 

systems with the same levels of data 

quality and reliability,” Gens explained. 

“If a few countries fail to meet target 

levels, the program breaks down into 

something very much like the current 

system. Today, companies need to check 

and re-check information anytime they 

use it, which is a big burden. Regulatory 

spends a lot of time verifying informa-

tion before it goes to health authorities 

or inspectors, or is used for internal de-

cision making.”

Efficiency

A third force driving transformation is 

the desire for greater efficiency and pro-

ductivity. Most regulatory activities are 

very effective in terms of compliance, yet 

score low in terms of efficiency. Gens 

noted, “The average self-reported level 

of efficiency in the 17 regulatory areas 

we measure is about 39%, which is very 

poor.” Given the historic focus on com-

pliance, it is not surprising that few com-

panies measure RIM efficiency. Most 

companies either measure RIM per-

formance with low confidence in their 

metrics or only measure submission pro-

duction. However the majority plan to 

measure RIM performance within the 

next 12 months.

When it comes to answering for basic 

regulatory questions such as the status 

of a label change in an affiliate office or 

product renewal by product and country. 

Half of the participating companies took 

days or weeks to provide accurate an-

swers, as opposed to hours or minutes.

Transformation Initiative Priorities

The highest priority for transformational 

change is in data management and stan-

dards, with 88% currently changing or 

planning a change within the next two 

years. Of those making a change, nearly 

70% are planning a transformational 

change. According to Gens estimates, 

top 50 are projected to spend between 

$3-$5 million on IDMP, with the top 15 

spending between $5-$9 million. The 

scale of transformation is due in large 

part to the number of functional areas 

involved. IDMP requires regulatory to 

collate data from multiple functional 

areas. And master data management 

(MDM), a common approach to syn-

thesizing and cleaning data across the 

enterprise, also touches multiple areas 

and their business applications. IDMP 

is compelling organizations to get their 

houses in order, and most regulatory 

teams are capitalizing on the opportu-

nity to modernize their regulatory infor-

mation management capabilities.

Changing Data 
Management & 

Standards Activities
n = 50

88%
68%

Planning a 
Transformational 

Change
n = 44

Figure 2. Of the 88% planning to 

change data management and 

standards activities, 68% are planning 

transformational change.

“The second and third priorities for 

transformation are global dossier man-

agement (42%) and submission fore-

casting (40%), determining what coun-

tries get which submissions and in what 

order” Gens said. “For a very large 

multinational, there are thousands of 

submissions that go out every year.

A fourth priority is improving con-

nection points between regulatory and 

other functional areas. A manufactur-

ing change, supply release, and a label 

change are three collaborative process-

es hampered by poor data quality and 

accessibility.  Inefficiencies in cross-

functional collaboration are particular-

ly concerning since they often introduce 

compliance gaps. IDMP requirements 

and the desire to connect product re-

lease with registration status are driving 

deeper integrations with manufacturing 

and supply chain. In fact, 40% of sur-

veyed companies are seeking transfor-

mational change to processes connect-

ing regulatory with manufacturing and 

supply chain. Automation will start 

playing a much bigger role in facilitat-

ing those interactions. 

The Urgency to Change

Two financial drivers are motivating 

organizations to make bigger changes 

within regulatory than they’ve under-

taken in the past. First is the pressure 

on cost savings and efficiency across all 

parts of drug development, including 

regulatory. Second are the significant 

potential costs and fines associated with 

compliance-related issues. Multimillion-

dollar data quality remediation projects 

are becoming increasingly common. 

This creates a big push to enhance data 

quality and establish better end-to-end 

process ownership between functions.

The opportunity for regulatory 

teams to innovate is also greater to-

day than it has been in the past decade. 

“The RIM technology space has been 

relatively stagnant for a long time and 

is changing. There are several new pro-

viders bringing much needed usability 

and innovation, replacing older sys-

tems that are hard to use globally or 

are inefficient.” 

“There is another important driver,” 

Gens said. “Many companies complet-

ed their IDMP gap analysis and were 

alarmed by the size and complexity of 

the necessary IDMP compliance proj-

ect. They are subsequently focused on 

how to keep all this mission critical data 

clean and updated over the long term.”

The goals for improving RIM ef-

ficiency and meeting IDMP standards 

both rely on improving data quality 

and global collaboration. Companies 

may have once balked at the cost of 

standardizing systems, processes, and 

data globally. However, it is increas-

ingly clear that the gains in operating 

efficiency and regulatory effectiveness 

will generate a positive return and have 

motivated many to embark on their 

own transformation initiative.
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W
ith Gordon Topping as a mem-

ber of EMA’s IDMP/SPOR task 

force, Brussels-based UCB was 

an early mover in RIM transforma-

tion. Three years ago, the company em-

barked upon a transformation initiative 

for IDMP readiness. 

According to Topping, what started 

as an IDMP readiness program quickly 

became much more. “Initially, the fi rst 

priority was to comply with IDMP, 

whatever that would come to mean as 

the guidance was fi nalized. The second 

priority was addressing batch release – 

making sure what was released to any 

given market matched the regulatory 

fi le. We wanted to work with a specifi c 

use case that provided business value 

and involved a meaningful sample of 

IDMP data. The third priority was prod-

uct master data management, or MDM. 

We have now evolved our priorities, and 

IDMP compliance is simply a byproduct 

of doing these other things correctly.”

When IDMP’s ISO standards were 

published at the end of 2012, that was 

the “burning platform” to get started. 

“We said right, we’ve got a deadline, the 

standards are published, it is happening. 

We did a lot of internal communication 

around IDMP, particularly viewing it 

through the lens of patient value, and 

were transparent about wanting to ad-

dress important business and compliance 

objectives as part of the initiative.” Rec-

ognizing that UCB’s internal business ob-

jectives aligned well with the IDMP re-

quirements, senior management agreed 

to use IDMP as the driving reason to en-

courage collaboration and to get started.  

A cross-functional team outlined an 

initiative with six core objectives. With-

in each objective, UCB focused nar-

rowly on what was business critical and 

resulted in real patient value in the form 

of data quality and effi ciencies. The 

ISO standards specify more data points 

than any fi rm can tackle at one time, 

and UCB recognized that with a strong 

foundation in place, they will be able to 

scale up and address additional IDMP 

data points as they become required.

Six Core Objectives within 

UCB’s RIM Transformation Initiative

» Data collection monitoring.

The company sought to create a routine 

monitoring framework that would ensure 

the completeness, accuracy, and timeliness 

of updates to product license information.

» Information availability.

While regulatory traditionally works be-

hind closed doors, UCB decided to make 

regulatory information more widely 

available internally. They started with 

the supply release process to fully ensure 

that product in market matches the reg-

ulatory fi le. “We were managing product 

releases with emails and spreadsheets. 

We now provide weekly reports with the 

status of all CMC or regulatory varia-

tions for each product in every country. 

Going forward, we’d like a more inter-

active technology with real-time dash-

boards,” said Topping. 

» Unifi ed regulatory processes.

“Historically, regulatory professionals 

have thought in terms of individual soft-

ware applications instead of end-to-end 

processes,” Topping said. “People tend to 

think about document management as 

its own process, and registration tracking 

as its own process. The same holds true 

for each tool. We created an interactive 

process map that is system agnostic. You 

will eventually be able to go from sub-

mission planning to archiving without 

logging into multiple systems. We are 

not there yet, but we are working toward 

this and it creates a very different, much 

more effective way of working.”

» Document and data collection remediation.

Topping shared, “Locating the source 

materials for IDMP data collection is 

a major frustration. All too often the 

needed documents are located at an af-

fi liate or a partner company. We now 

have an ongoing program collecting all 

of the source documents, extracting the 

information and converting it into data.”

» Master data management.

UCB started by mastering a small hand-

ful of data fi elds. They identifi ed six or 

seven fi elds that were frequently dupli-

cated between systems and would deliver 

signifi cant business value if standardized 

and shared. These fi elds included prod-

uct name, strength, formulation, and 

country. “MDM is the most transforma-

Regulatory Transformation at UCB

Gordon Topping

Senior Director

Submission Portfolio and 

Regulatory Knowledge Management
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tive piece for us. Simply being able to link 

manufacturing stock keeping units with 

registered package details has been a sea 

change in how we approach things,” Top-

ping said. “Connecting into systems like 

SAP, Trackwise, and Veeva Vault RIM is 

going to make a big difference and will 

release enormous value over time.”

» Operating model optimization.

Once data fl ows and systems are run-

ning smoothly, UCB could step back and 

evaluate the overall operating model to 

optimally maintain these data including 

extended use of external service provid-

ers. “Many of our regulatory activities 

like publishing are already largely out-

sourced, but when transferring or shar-

ing documents around the world, you 

need global, reliable performance. That 

was a good reason to move document 

management to the cloud and get sup-

porting processes in place. Cloud also 

enables us to reduce the overall admin-

istrative burden of updating and main-

taining multiple systems.”

In closing the conversation about global 

RIM initiatives, Pharm Exec had the 

opportunity to speak with John Lawrie, 

vice president of RIM strategy at Veeva 

Systems. Lawrie has spent over twenty 

years consulting with regulatory teams 

in pharma and supporting their tech-

nology initiatives. At Veeva, Lawrie is 

working with leaders in multiple top 50 

organizations to modernize their RIM 

environments.

PE: What strategies are companies imple-

menting to operate globally more effec-

tively?

Lawrie: Operating globally is a signifi cant 

challenge, and technology can either hin-

der or help. Many organizations have 

people in headquarters frustrated by a 

lack of visibility, and people in region 

frustrated by headquarters’ old systems 

and frequent requests for status updates 

regarding local fi lings and interactions 

with health authorities. Cloud applica-

tions can help address those challenges. 

For example, Bristol-Myers Squibb re-

cently adopted Veeva’s registration track-

ing and submissions archiving in order 

to unite headquarters and affi liates on 

a shared global system. Clinical depart-

ments moved fast to adopt cloud, and the 

dramatic improvements have many regu-

latory teams looking to follow quickly. 

PE: Regulatory liaises with every other 

major department in an organization. 

This places them in a critical position 

with respect to an organization’s agility 

and effi ciency. What are the leaders in 

clinical, quality, and manufacturing ask-

ing of regulatory today?

Lawrie: Regulatory has been rightly fo-

cused on communicating with health au-

thorities. However, companies are now 

also looking at the role of regulatory 

within the organization. We are speak-

ing with a number of top 20s looking to 

improve the technology supporting their 

interactions with quality, clinical, and 

supply chain. These areas need direct 

access to regulatory data that is reliable 

and current. Day-to-day processes like 

label changes, manufacturing changes, or 

the product releases that UCB spoke of, 

have an enormous impact on the orga-

nization’s overall agility and profi tability.

PE: What do you think is important as 

organizations consider their own trans-

formation initiatives?

Lawrie: A unifi ed RIM environment is 

critical to operating globally — effi -

ciently. Switching tools for every single 

activity introduces ineffi ciencies and op-

portunities for error. Unifi ed RIM envi-

ronments connect regulatory activities 

to related products, registrations, sub-

mission documents, and published dos-

siers. The resulting traceability enables 

organizations to move faster, whether 

that’s responding to health authorities, 

safety concerns, or product changes. 

Companies are looking for effi ciencies 

to give them a competitive edge, and as 

Steve Gens and Gordon Topping both 

mentioned, many are using IDMP as 

the impetus to get their RIM transfor-

mation started.

“You will eventually be able to go from 

submission planning to archiving without 

logging into multiple systems… We are working 

toward this and it creates a very different, 

much more effective way of working.”

Consolidating Systems with Unifi ed RIM
John Lawrie, Veeva Systems
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I
t is the golden age for life sci-

ences. The $1.7 trillion indus-

try is growing faster than most 

industries—roughly 6% per 

year. There have been more drug 

launches over the last two years 

than any other two-year period in 

history. Scientists are pushing the 

frontiers in genomics, microbiol-

ogy and diagnostics, working with 

colleagues across healthcare to 

advance personalized medicine 

and improve patient outcomes.

We are now talking about sig-

nificant treatments and cures for 

diseases that have not been 

approached in a meaningful way 

before—and science will continue 

to evolve rapidly over the next 20 

years. However, the commercial 

business model for life sciences 

today is still “pre-Internet.” The 

model has not yet been disrupted. 

It’s like taxi cabs before Uber, 

hotels before Airbnb, retail before 

Amazon, airlines before Sabre. 

Like all pre-Internet business 

models, it has two basic problems:

It’s not easy for customers, 

so they consume less

It’s not easy for a clinical investi-

gator or patient to get involved in 

a clinical trial, because life sci-

ences companies approach digital 

channels differently or they don’t 

leverage them at all. It’s not easy 

for a healthcare provider to con-

sume information about a new or 

existing product from life sci-

ences, because each provide the 

information digitally in a different 

way. This causes friction, which 

inevitably lowers consumption. By 

contrast, people take more vaca-

tions because of Airbnb. It’s easier. 

They shop more online because of 

Amazon. The same should hap-

pen in life sciences.

It’s not efficient 

Every life sciences company is 

reinventing the wheel in many 

areas—from having every brand 

across the company figure out its 

own website, to digital engage-

ment strategy in every country, to 

identifying key opinion leaders 

(KOLs) from scratch for each new 

launch. At the end of the day, 

patients pay for this inefficiency, 

which means fewer get treated—

and life sciences margins are lower 

than they could be. 

Why no disruption?

Disruption and an Internet busi-

ness model will come. It always 

does, because at some point cus-

tomers are shown an easier way, 

and they will take that easier path. 

So, why has it not yet come to life 

sciences? Companies in this field 

have much more intellectual prop-

erty protection than organizations 

in other industries, so the system 

can tolerate inefficiencies. Also, 

there are global and regional gov-

ernment regulations, as well as 

significant and legitimate safety 

and compliance concerns. These 

two factors cause life sciences  

to be more resistant to—and 

thoughtful about—digital disrup-

tion than other industries.  

But change will come. It always 

does. It’s not clear whether it is 

two years out or 10 years down 

the road. When it does come, it 

will come fast and each company 

will be forced to change quickly, 

or be left behind. 

When the disruption comes, it 

will be the first significant busi-

ness model change since the 

growth of the CRO industry. And 

this change will be much more 

impactful. So, if you believe dis-

ruption is coming, but you don’t 

know when, what can you do 

about it now?

1. Create efficient internal opera-

tions using cloud technology. 

First, get your internal operations 

efficient and global, both in com-

mercial and R&D. Move to effi-

cient cloud-based IT systems that 

are industry standard, represent 

industry best practices, and always 

remain up to date in the cloud. You 

want to get the burden of frag-

mented systems out of your com-

pany, so you can be agile and indus-

try-standard when the disruption 

comes. You want to modernize 

your processes and adopt industry-

standard processes for basic func-

tions. Because, when the disruption 

comes, you won’t have time to fix 

your internal systems. And you 

won’t be able to fit into the new 

model if your systems and pro-

cesses are not flexible and modern.

2. Support industry collabora-

tions. The industry needs to get 

together for the benefit of custom-

ers. Groups like TransCelerate Bio-

Pharma Inc. and others are good 

for the industry. Industry collabo-

ration to benefit the customer 

should be top of mind for every 

biopharma CEO. Coming together 

with standard approaches is the 

only way to make it easier for cus-

tomers. Waiting for regulators 

around the globe to mandate stan-

dard approaches would not be an 

optimal outcome.  Get involved. 

Be open. Realize that investigators, 

clinical patients and healthcare 

Digital Disruption is 
Coming: Are You Ready? 
The steps to stay ahead of the looming shakeup in pharma
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providers are not your customers. 

They are shared customers of the 

whole life sciences industry, and 

we need to treat them that way.

So, yes, it takes work, and 

change is not easy. You have to 

move information technology to 

the cloud, and modernize and glo-

balize your processes. You have to 

focus on industry collaborations 

instead of only internal operations 

and quarterly results. You might 

have to change your company cul-

ture to be more collaborative. 

3. The hidden benefit of digital 

disruption in life sciences. For life 

sciences, specifically, there will be 

a hidden benefit of digital disrup-

tion. Collaboration between R&D 

and commercial will increase, 

leading to better patient outcomes. 

The long-standing challenge of 

barriers between R&D and com-

mercial continue to persist. Some 

represent the company’s internal 

organizational structure—which 

should not be imposed upon 

patients and healthcare providers. 

These barriers will begin to erode 

over time with a more unified dig-

ital approach that blends R&D 

and commercial in an appropriate 

and compliant manner. Digital  

can and will provide a unified 

approach because customers will 

demand it.

Get prepared

Cloud innovation and adoption 

will transform the life sciences 

industry and drive the operating 

model of the future. The timing is 

unpredictable, but it will come. 

The question is: Will you embrace 

disruption and get ahead of the 

curve? Or will you wait and then 

hope you can catch up later? 

Embrace the change. It is bet-

ter for customers, better for the 

industry and more fulfilling for 

employees. 

It will be the first significant  

business model change since the 

growth of the CRO industry. And  

this one will be much more impactful
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F
or decades, pharmaceu-

tical companies focused 

on their research prod-

uct portfolios to opti-

mize the right mix of drug can-

didates for successful clinical 

development. However, it has 

only been in the last 15 years 

that organizations have begun 

optimizing and emphasizing 

their commercial product port-

folios. This concentration on 

commercial portfolios has been 

highlighted by the number of 

companies that are increasingly 

bulking up and focusing in cer-

tain therapeutic product portfo-

lio areas while shedding some 

long-standing assets in others. 

 For example, Novartis 

recently obtained most of Glax-

oSmithKline’s oncology prod-

ucts while sending GSK its vac-

c ine  bus ine s s  (exc lud ing 

influenza products) and creating 

a consumer healthcare joint ven-

ture. According to Novartis 

CEO Joseph Jimenez, “The 

completion of the GSK transac-

tions focuses Novartis, and fur-

ther establishes our leading posi-

tions in key growing business 

segments.” 

As a result of the transaction, 

GSK becomes the world’s lead-

ing vaccine manufacturer and a 

more focused consumer health-

care products player. “We will 

now be focused on rapidly imple-

menting our integration plans to 

realize the growth and synergy 

opportunities we see in the new 

Consumer Healthcare and Vac-

cines businesses,” stated GSK 

CEO Andrew Witty. 

Similarly, in 2015, GSK 

obtained Bristol-Myers Squibb’s 

HIV pipeline, effectively ending 

nearly three decades of BMS 

HIV research while significantly 

enhancing GSK’s HIV pipeline 

at ViiV Healthcare, an HIV 

business largely owned by GSK. 

This transaction followed BMS’s 

divesture of its long-time diabe-

tes business by selling its stake 

in the Global Diabetes Alliance 

to AstraZeneca. These actions 

have enabled BMS to concen-

trate on developing and acquir-

ing numerous assets and capa-

bilities in immuno-oncology 

(IO), where it has become the 

world’s leader. 

These are just a few of the 

numerous examples of compa-

nies seeking to dominate thera-

peutic areas or “Strategically-

Owned Areas.” SOAs can be 

therapeutic portfolios or geo-

graphic areas; collections of 

similar therapeutic functions, 

chemical pathways (e.g., check-

point inhibitor agents for cancer 

or HER-2 pathway agents) or 

mechanisms of action; business 

segments or other unique mar-

ket niches. 

Over the past 15 years, mar-

ket leaders have focused on win-

ning SOAs by using clearly 

defined product portfolio strate-

gies. There are two main reasons 

for this intensive and highly 

s e le c t ive  por t fo l io -based 

approach. The pharma indus-

try’s major markets transitioned 

from the growth or Commercial 

Stage (“Pharma 1.0”) of its life-

cycle to the mature or Competi-

tive Stage (“Pharma 2.0”). In 

this highly competitive era, com-

panies cannot be general mass 

marketers and seek to conquer 

the world; instead, they must 

make strategic decisions and 

focus on prioritized areas they 

can win. These approaches are 

analogous to the board game 

Risk, where players concentrate 

their forces on conquering a con-

tinent like Australia or South 

America to own their own terri-

tory from which they can grow 

stronger and attack other geo-

graphic areas. 

In addition, in Pharma 2.0, 

companies not only compete at 

the brand level as they did in 

Pharma 1.0 but also at the fran-

chise, portfolio, and corporate 

levels, a concept called “Multi-

Level Competition.” Competing 

with a portfolio of products in 

a specific therapeutic category 

offers companies many compet-

itive advantages vs. competing 

only with a single brand: cost 

and operating efficiencies; co-

positioning and co-promotion 

opportunities; pricing and con-

tracting options; product com-

binations, either company-spe-

cific regimens or fixed-dosed 

combinations; enhanced corpo-

rate reputation and branding; 

better and deeper stakeholder 

relationships and opportunities; 

greater licensing, clinical and 

business development offerings. 

In fact, a 2011 Oliver Wendell 

research study revealed that 

focused pharma category lead-

ers had 5.5 times greater reve-

8 Winning Commercial 
Portfolio Strategies 
Biopharma companies are increasingly leveraging 
product portfolios to own and dominate strategically 
important therapeutic areas
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nue, twice the licensing deals, 

and 70% greater product devel-

opment success rates.

Companies have utilized 

numerous portfolio approaches 

to help them win market share 

and SOAs. Here are eight exam-

ples of focused commercial port-

folio strategies: 

Crown Jewel: Celgene has 

become the world’s leader in the 

treatment of multiple myeloma 

(MM) by promoting immuno-

modulatory drugs (IMiDs) as the 

backbone of MM cancer ther-

apy. Importantly, Celgene high-

lights one of its three marketed 

IMiDs, Revlimid, as first- and 

second-line backbone therapy 

along with other non-IMiD 

combination agents. The com-

pany positions its two other 

marketed IMiDs, Thalimid and, 

recently, Pomalyst—despite 

being newer and potentially 

more potent than Revlimid—as 

secondary or tertiary choices. 

This approach is known as a 

“Crown Jewel” portfolio strat-

egy, since the company has 

clearly anointed the blockbuster 

Revlimid as the primary option 

for physicians. See Figure 1.

Crown Prince: In contrast, 

Novo Nordisk anoints a new 

product leader every few years 

in its world-leading diabetes 

portfolio. For example, Novo’s 

GLP-1 agent Victoza has been 

the company’s focus since its 

pre-launch and ultimate U.S. 

launch in 2010 (EU in 2009). 

The drug was a billion-dollar 

blockbuster in its first sales year 

and has grown to nearly $8 bil-

lion in global sales with a GLP-1 

market share exceeding 60%. 

However, the drug has recently 

faced intense pressure from com-

petitive agents, especially from 

Eli Lilly’s Trulicity and payers, 

including an exclusion from the 

CVS/Express Scripts US formu-

lary. As a result, Novo has 

already anointed it next Crown 

Prince, the once-daily oral 

GLP-1 and Victoza follow-up 

semaglutide. In fact, Novo has 

announced two head-to-head 

trials of semaglutide vs. both 

Victoza and its SGLT-2 rival 

Jardiance. Novo is hoping sema-

glutide will demonstrate efficacy 

superiority over the injectable 

Victoza and oral SGLT-2 agents. 

In fact, recent preliminary data 

from the SUSTAIN 6 Phase III 

trial demonstrated that the next-

generation GLP-1 semaglutide 

reduced major cardiovascular 

risk by 26%, a higher rate than 

that seen by either Victoza or 

oral rival Jardiance in their 

respective CV trials.

All the King’s MOA: GSK has 

long been the global leader in 

respiratory, typically owning 

over a third of the market. While 

GSK pursued a Crown Jewel 

strategy with its $6 billion/year 

Advair/Seretide Diskus, the 

company has been transitioning 

to an “All the King’s MOA” 

strategy as Advair faces greater 

generic competition. At one 

point, GSK was pursuing 11 dif-

ferent marketed or pipeline 

agents with different mecha-

nisms of action. In 2015, GSK 

offered four products that gener-

ated 90% of its respiratory sales; 

by 2020, the company plans to 

have nine different products gen-

erating roughly the same 90% of 

sales despite generic threats. 

Similarly, GSK has the world’s 

broadest portfolio of vaccines, 

including over 25 pediatric, ado-

lescent, adults/travelers, and 

elderly vaccines. The company 

covers greater than 90% of the 

US/EU universal vaccine recom-

mendations and provides nearly 

one billion vaccines annually.

Sovereign Guidelines: To 

offset GSK’s dominance in respi-

ratory, Novartis adopted a “Sov-

ereign Guidelines Strategy” in 

which it strategically positioned 

their key chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease products 

Onbrez, Seebri, and Ultripro by 

the 2013 GOLD Guidelines. 

Source: Celgene Presentation at the Sanford C. Bernstein Strategic Decisions Conference; June 1, 2016

Figure 1: While promoting multiple immunomodulatory drugs (IMiDs) to treat multiple myeloma (MM), 

Celgene has deployed a “Crown Jewel” portfolio strategy by anointing the blockbuster Revlimid as the 

primary option for physicians for first- and second-line backbone MM therapy in combination with 

other agents.

Continued on Page 73
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SWITZERLAND

Most people’s perceptions of what the locals fondly refer to 

as ‘Sonderfall Schweiz’ (‘special case Switzerland’) conjure up 

images of an adamantly neutral country with a fi ercely inde-

pendent streak, of chocolate box architecture, cuckoo clocks, 

snowy mountain peaks, the G-rated Matterhorn and jewel-beda-

zzled glitterati. What is all too often overlooked, however, is the 

country’s formidable pedigree as a pharmaceuticals powerhouse 

and hotbed of scientifi c innovation.

Indeed it is no exaggeration to say that the pharma and life 

sciences industries act as one of the linchpins and mainstays 

of the national economy employing some 356,000 people – 

tantamount to one in twelve of the entire working population. 

“Moreover, aside from pharma’s obvious contribution as a major 

employer, we export goods worth more than 70 billion Francs 

(USD 70.93 billion) bringing our net trade balance in at around 40 

billion Francs (USD 40.53 billion), by far the highest of any coun-

try in the world,” grandly attests Thomas Cueni, the secretary 

general of the Association of Pharmaceutical Research Companies, 

Interpharma. Nor do positive statistics stop there. 
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“We are also a high value-added industry with the 

average pharma job paying around 600,000 Swiss 

Francs per year (USD 607,986) which is more than 

3 times the EU average,” he notes. That’s not to 

mention that the local industry is also booming: at-

taining 5.3 per cent growth last year and hauling in 

a total value of 5.4 billion francs (USD 5.5 billion).

Even more importantly, the country has been 

steadily building up its kudos as an enterprise-

friendly haven and dynamo of innovation in which 

pharma companies can blossom and prosper.  

“Today we rank as the second most popular destina-

tion worldwide for innovators to carry out R&D, and house two 

of the world’s elite pharma players in Roche and Novartis … 

barely a century ago Switzerland was one of the poorest coun-

tries in Europe, land-locked and deficient in natural resource en-

dowments, and yet we have succeeded in turning all that around 

by leveraging intellect as the critical resource that unleashed us 

to flourish,” recounts Jürg Utzinger, director of the Swiss Tropi-

cal and Public Health Institute. Little wonder then that the coun-

try today boasts 4 times more global Fortune 500 companies per 

million inhabitants than any other nation.

Then there are a whole host of other factors that mark the 

country out and enable it to punch well above its size in terms 

of global health affairs and the  advancement of medical science. 

One could mention the fact that Switzerland enjoys the distinc-

tion of being the first country to adopt a ‘foreign health policy’ or 

that it plays host to the World Health Organization and other in-

ternational health institutions to the point where Pascal Strupler, 

director general of the Federal Office of Public Health (FOPH), 

claims Geneva as “the capital of health.”

EUROPE’S BRAIN

One notable trend in recent years has been the sheer volume of 

multinationals – whether big pharma, specialty outfits or bio-

techs – electing to base their European headquarters out of Swit-

zerland. MSD, Novo Nordisk, Takeda, Amgen and Biogen are 

all cases in point, while another eye-catching development has 

been Bayer’s 2015 decision to repatriate the management of its 

Global Consumer Health division from the US to Basel. As such, 

Switzerland can credibly be considered the “nucleus and brain” 

of many pharma firms’ European activities. In accordance with 

the same logic, the country is fast becoming a popular choice for 

well-esteemed non-European actors to establish a first foothold 

on the continent. One of America’s most renowned biopharma 

success stories, Celgene, constitutes one such example of an 

iconic pharma brand identifying Switzerland as a natural first 

stepping stone for launching and rolling out their ‘Europe and 

beyond’ overseas expansion strategy. 

“Switzerland was actually the obvious choice for kick-starting 

our international operations because the local ecosystem is so 

perfectly geared up to supporting a highly specialized activity 

like ours,” reveals Tuomo Pätsi, Celgene’s president for Europe, 

the Middle, East and Africa (EMEA). “When you’re engaged in 

the business of high-end, sophisticated products, your overriding 

priority is actually to ensure that you have a secure, reliable envi-

ronment at your disposal and easy access to top talent in differ-

ent functions and we are convinced that Switzerland excels on all 

of these fronts,” he explains. “Indeed many of our peers have no 

doubt undergone similar thought processes and reached the very 

same conclusion, because it can be absolutely no coincidence that 

so many other big-name pharma actors are simultaneously so 

deeply embedded here.”

Others strongly concur. “The Swiss research, chemicals and 

life sciences arena is pretty much like its railway system: that is, 

high-tech, well organized and dependable,” muses Amgen coun-

try manager, André Dahinden. “The infrastructure, itself, is  

Pascal Strupler, director general, Swiss Federal Office of Public Health; Thomas 

Cueni, secretary general, Interpharma; Jürg Utzinger, director, Swiss Tropical 

and Public Health Institute; Daniel Küng, CEO, Switzerland Global Enterprise
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really second to none which is a huge plus factor,” agrees Biogen 

Switzerland’s managing director, Natascha Schill, when pressed 

to explain what makes Switzerland so attractive for big-ticket in-

vestments and regional leadership. “Geographically we are posi-

tioned right at the beating heart of Europe with great connectiv-

ity by train and air to many of the most valuable and significant 

European pharma markets…and then there is the ready access 

to clean water and reliable electricity all of which are going to 

be tremendously important if you’re planning to put in any kind 

of high-end R&D capabilities where you’ll be developing and 

handling complex medicines such as biologics that are sensitive 

to changes in temperature and pressure,” she reasons. 

HOTBED OF INNOVATION

One pull factor is, without doubt, Switzerland’s especially fine rep-

utation for research impact and innovation generation. According 

to the yearly European and Global Innovation Indices, the coun-

try ranks as a world-beater for innovation, demonstrating particu-

lar strength in the volume of patent applications registered, the 

number of scientific studies published in international journals, 

and in its overall high employment ratio for knowledge-intensive 

activities. “Switzerland represents an extremely fertile ground for 

scientific findings … we boast some of the very best researchers in 

the world and crucially possess all the relevant skill sets at every 

level from PhD holder to machinery operator so cover the entire 

spectrum of functions across the R&D value chain,” proclaims 

Walter Steinlin, president of the Federal Commission of Technol-

ogy and Innovation (CTI), the government agency responsible for 

the promotion of science-based innovation.

“Our exceptionally high performance today in terms of re-

search impact is partly down to our historical legacy as a nation: 

Switzerland was never blessed with natural resource wealth, so its 

people instead had to rely upon their brains and technical com-

petencies as a top-notch service provider in order to survive,” re-

flects Robert Riener, head of the Department of Health Sciences 

and Technology at ETH Zurich, the Swiss Federal Institute of  

Tuomo Pätsi, president EMEA, Celgene; Dr. André T. Dahinden, 

general manager Switzerland & Immuno-Oncology BU Europe, 

Amgen; Dr. Natascha Schill, managing director, Biogen Switzerland

Innovation. 
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Technology. “Nor should we underesti-

mate the effect of our rather distinctive 

national education system in which only 

20 per cent of students go on to univer-

sity, with the remainder instead undergo-

ing apprenticeships in which they develop, 

through intensive practical work, a partic-

ular skill over a three or four-year period,” 

he adds. “What this system means for 

Switzerland is that the country is made up 

not just of academics, but also people that 

possess the skillsets to produce things; 

people not only driven by intellectual 

skills, but also by the technical know-how 

when it comes to production.”

This is certainly something that the 

pharma industry seems to appreciate. 

“You have to remember that as a biophar-

ma pioneer, we operate in a very special-

ized and technologically complex field that 

requires ready access to a highly skilled 

workforce. Switzerland, with its dual edu-

cation system and multilingual, multieth-

nic talent pool, most definitely provides 

this human resource asset at a point in 

our lifecycle where we are looking to con-

tinually ramp up our workforce. Moreover 

with its lengthy tradition in pharmaceuti-

cals, this country offers a wealth of talent 

not just in skilled academics and scientific 

researchers, but also in the very categories 

of experienced craftsmen and lab opera-

tors that we will be seeking to propel the 

company forward, and all of this was in-

strumental in our original decision in the 

mid 2000s to relocate our International 

headquarters from Paris to Zug,” notes 

Biogen’s Natascha Schill.

For his part, Celgene’s Tuomo Pätsi  

very much concurs. “As a leading actor 

in biologics, we appreciate the fact that 

Switzerland offers an excellent enabling 

landscape that fosters innovation and a 

truly international, high-skilled and mul-

tilingual human resource pool across the 

full range of job categories. For a firm of 

our caliber and bent, this all matters a 

great deal.” In the words of Kari Sarvanto, 

group CEO of Primex Pharmaceuticals, 

“Given that the Swiss hold all the requi-

site know-how, employing experts is easier 

here than anywhere else in the world!”

The statistics would certainly appear to 

back up these assertions with the latest In-

terpharma figures demonstrating that, last 

year, the association’s 24 members spent 

no less than 6.9 billion Francs (USD 7.0 

billion) on in-country research and de-

velopment (R&D) between themselves, 

more than twice as much as they achieved 

in sales Swiss revenues. This high level of 

Walter Steinlin, president, Swiss Federal 

Comission of Technology and Innovation; 

Robert Riener, head of the Department of 

Health Sciences & Technology, ETH Zurich
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financial investment thus underscores the 

importance of Switzerland as a cutting-

edge research centre and magnet for inno-

vation related activity.

“We consider Switzerland to be a trail-

blazer in innovation-friendliness and this 

is something that we are very keen to 

leverage and contribute to. R&D is an 

incredibly important part of our activi-

ties, particularly as we seek to gain entry 

into new fields. Even though we are a US-

based global player, there is a clear appre-

ciation at our global management board 

level of the world-class research and sci-

ence being conducted in Switzerland and 

we see collaboration with leading aca-

demic institutions and actors here as ab-

solutely essential to our future success,” 

reveals AbbVie’s general manager, Olaf 

Weppner. “It is therefore no coincidence 

that we have established a strong unit 

here to run our clinical trial programs, 

most of which are performed in-house 

and are collaborating with more than 40 

sites in Switzerland, running 20 different 

clinical development programs,” he adds.

Carolin Hillebrand, country manager 

of Israeli neuroscience specialty outfit 

Neurim Pharmaceuticals, is even more 

ebullient about Switzerland’s superlative 

innovation capacity. “The development 

of our highly acclaimed, star product Cir-

cadin, the only IP-protected product pro-

viding a prolonged release formulation of 

melatonin for insomnia, came about as the 

result of an immensely fruitful collabora-

tion with Basel’s Centre for Chronobiol-

ogy, one of the world’s leading centers of 

excellence for melatonin research,” she re-

calls. “The innovation mindset over here is 

simply breathtaking,” she gushes. No sur-

prise then that Switzerland enjoys the dis-

tinction of hosting Neurin’s only affiliate 

outside of Israel and one of the company’s 

key production sites.

NURTURING SCIENTIFIC  

ADVANCEMENT

Innovation, of course, does not occur in 

a vacuum, but requires careful cultiva-

tion and a supportive ancillary enabling 

ecosystem. Fortunately this is something 

that Switzerland displays in abundance. 

“Switzerland is dense with innovation in 

medicine, pharmaceuticals, and biotech 

and is proactively prioritizing and develop-

That Switzerland brandishes a top tier higher education sys-

tem is rarely contested. The strength of the system is widely 

appreciated. “Among the leading 25 universities in the world, 

23 are Anglo-Saxon, but the other two are Swiss, namely ETH 

Zurich and the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, 

making those two the pick of the crop in continental Europe,” 

points out SIFEM’s Jean-Daniel Gerber. What is perhaps less 

well understood is Swiss universities’ business nous and pro-

found integration with the world of industry. Close analysis of 

the way in which the country’s foremost technical universities 

go about their functions reveals their intricate linkages with the 

local business community and overall national economy as a 

whole. “70 to 80 percent of our budget comes directly from 

tax-payers’ money with our receipt of a block-grant from the 

Canton of Zurich on an annual basis, with no strings attached,” 

discloses Michael Hengartner, president of the University of 

Zurich (UZH). “However a recent study of our value creation 

and real economic contribution, calculates that, out of our bud-

get of 1.3 billion CHF (USD 1.33 billion), we generate some 5 

billion CHF (USD 5.11 billion) in value through our activities. We 

means that for every franc invested in us, we’re able to deliver 

a full 4 francs back, which in itself constitutes an incredible 

powerful message to send out,” he proudly asserts.

Moreover the Swiss technical universities can point to a 

very fine track record when it comes to creating business 

spin-offs and translation of research into commercial ven-

tures. “A steadfast priority has been to make sure that in-

teresting discoveries that we uncover are transformed into 

innovations and products that can see the light of day,” de-

clares Hengartner, making it known that “Over the last couple 

of years we have been explicitly pushing our inventors to run 

with their discoveries, rather than hanging about to see if big 

pharma companies would be interested in acquiring them.” 

Already UZH can take pride in the fact that one of the first 

clinically effective treatments against Alzheimer, a monoclo-

nal antibody shown to trigger a meaningful reduction of harm-

ful beta-amyloid plaques, is one of its spin-outs.

Nor is this an isolated example. ETH’s Robert Riener claims 

that his university is also highly active in the formation of spi-

noff companies with “on average around 25 spinoffs created 

each year, out of which many are not flash-in-the-pan enti-

ties, but durable companies with long life expectancies.” He 

puts this phenomenal conversion rate down to a business 

model for running the university that emphasizes technology 

transfer just as highly as teaching and fundamental research. 

“We deploy a variety of ways of conducting these knowledge 

transfers including traditional methods such as intellectual 

property and framing the research in terms of patents, in mak-

ing our discoveries available for existing or new companies 

through licensing contracts, and through spinoffs … this as-

sures that the information passes seamlessly and smoothly 

from research to the industry, or even to society as a whole,” 

he expounds.

Edwin Constable, vice-rector for research at the University 

of Basel, meanwhile attests that “there is a huge amount 

of goodwill within the Basel region to try and generate an 

almost barrier-less community between the university, the 

technical high schools, the industry, and the small and me-

dium-size enterprises.” For him, this creates an obvious win-

win scenario. “I like to use a metaphor that we all bring a 

special dish to the table, and like this we are able to share a 

full meal,” he reflects. 

Where Academia and Business Acumen Collide
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ing dedicated hubs and clusters that sustain the momentum. For a 

forward-looking, research-driven company like us, we consider it 

fundamentally important to be maintaining and even strengthen-

ing our local footprint so that we can gain exposure to and active-

ly collaborate with all these universities, centers of excellence and 

start-ups that form the fabric of the Swiss scientific community,” 

firmly declares Janssen’s managing director, Ludo Ooms.

“Nor should we fail to acknowledge that the Swiss government 

is also an efficiently run, business-friendly administration with an 

enviable track record in problem solving … that does not mean 

that we always agree with their decisions, but objectively speaking 

and in comparison to other European frameworks this is without 

doubt a system that rewards innovation and therefore one that is 

strategically very relevant to Janssen,” he continues.

“Despite its relatively small size, Switzerland is blessed with 

an incredibly accommodating local landscape that genuinely 

promotes and encourages ideas creation. With the proportion-

ally dense number of high quality institutes in Zurich, Basel and 

Geneva all quite close to each other, ensuring an easy sharing of 

knowhow and cross-pollination of expertise, the country has fast 

become one of our key locations for conducting clinical research. 

When you add the fact that Switzerland also enjoys an effective 

and stable legal system in which it is easy to collaborate with the 

different stakeholders; and when you take into account the man-

ner in which the country is innovation-prone – with population, 

patients and doctors alike all demanding access to latest generation 

therapies – then you end up with an incredibly healthy mix, that 

also doubles up as a great environment for recruiting patients into 

highly complex clinical trials,” enthuses Amgen Andre Dahinden.

Others are equally complementary about the Swiss propensity 

to instill an ethos that nourishes creativity and the spirit of innova-

tion. “Switzerland is a phenomenally interesting country in terms 

of progress in medicine and frontline science, with some of the 

very best thought leaders in the world, which is why we’ve made 

it our business to integrate ourselves into the innovation networks 

that can be encountered here,” exclaims BMS vice president and 

general manager, Michelle Lock. “Recently we have placed large 

Kari Sarvanto, Group CEO, Primex Pharmaceuticals; Olaf Weppner, 

general manager, AbbVie Switzerland; Carolin Hillebrand, general 

manager Switzerland, Neurim Pharmaceuticals
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investment behind our in-country R&D capabilities and the re-

sult has been simply outstanding: across our worldwide opera-

tions, the highest recruitment for oncology centers per capita of 

population now takes place here,” she reveals.

Certainly the full force of the state and civic apparatus at the 

different federal, cantonal and municipal levels seem to have been 

mobilized to deliver a helping hand. At the national level sits the 

Federal Commission of Technology and Innovation (CTI), an 

agency of the federal government responsible for the promotion of 

science-based innovation that was originally established back in 

1943 with the mission of turning science into value and economic 

wealth in order to mitigate Switzerland’s defi ciency in natural re-

source endowments and reliance on imports. “Five years ago we 

were transformed into a formal commission with the fi nancial 

fi repower to deploy government appointed funds and by 2018 we 

will have become an even more independent legal body,” notes 

CTI president, Walter Steinlin. “In keeping with Switzerland’s 

liberal economic values, our purpose is let industry get on with 

the task of commercializing basic research and only to intervene 

and step in when we identify a lost opportunity … we see our-

selves not as some great state machine micromanaging the Swiss 

economy, but rather as a catalyst for opening up opportunities 

that fertilize the ground for innovation,” he clarifi es. In this way 

his agency lubricates the conversion of scientifi c ideas into eco-

nomic growth through seed investment, start-up incubation and 

the promotion of specifi c projects within existing fi rms that are 

proving diffi cult to carry through.

Another part of the glue binding Switzerland’s innovation-

friendly ecosystem is scienceindustries, the association represent-

ing the Swiss science-driven industries. “Our main preoccupation 

is about spurring on entrepreneurial innovation by infl uencing 

the framework conditions for science-grounded companies. Right 

now, we are pulling out all the stops to increase confi dence in 

science-based industries, to ensure the continuity of competitive 
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conditions for Switzerland as a premier lo-

cation for research and production, and to 

guarantee that we maintain an attractive 

local market and platform able to serve the 

world with best-in-class, high value-added 

products,” clarifi es Beat Moser, the asso-

ciation’s director general.

Meanwhile, at the regional level, entities 

like the Basel Chamber of Commerce are 

hard at work trying to fi ll in any outstand-

ing gaps and unblock any bottlenecks hin-

dering innovation across their spheres of 

infl uence. “One of our headline projects 

has the specifi c mandate of developing and 

rolling out a life sciences strategy across 

the region which entails implementing a 

common Life Sciences Cluster Initiative 

including the establishment of incubators 

and a dedicated innovation park,” details 

the Chamber’s director, Franz A. Saladin. 

He too is very keen to point out that his 

work is not about duplication of activities, 

but instead precisely calibrated to comple-

ment and leverage activities already being 

carried out so as to ensure maximal effect. 

“We would never attempt to create an in-

novation park for cancer research because 

oncology represents one of the core busi-

nesses of local heavyweights Roche and 

Novartis and they would never be will-

ing to conduct that sort of thing outside 

of their own facilities; but we are always 

on the lookout to bring together the dif-

ferent stakeholders from academia, phar-

ma, micro technology, IT and biotech to 

kick-start a joined-up approach to other 

therapeutic areas and life science fi elds 

that are not so well developed and where 

the industry is not yet so deeply engaged,” 

says Saladin.

So too is there plenty of support for 

innovation-minded SMEs in specialist 

matters such as intellectual property (IP) 

protection. In recognition that small to 

medium sized enterprises “form the very 

backbone of Switzerland’s economy,” 

comprising two thirds of total jobs across 

the country and playing an essential role 

in injecting new ideas and fresh thinking 

into the marketplace, the Swiss Federal 

Institute of Intellectual Property (IPI) has 

arranged itself to offer up a useful resource 

and broad array of services and assistance. 

“Many of the big players in the pharma 

arena are all too well aware of the IP sys-

tem because it forms part of the bread 

and butter of their normal drug develop-

ment efforts; however, we respond to a 

vital need on the part of small to medium 

sized enterprises … while many entrepre-

neurs are focused on getting to market as 

Ludo Ooms, managing director Switzerland-

Austria, Janssen; Michelle Lock, 

Biopharmaceutical vice president and 

general manager Alpine Region, BMS
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quickly as possible, we raise awareness re-

garding the importance of the intellectual 

property aspects and collaborate closely 

with universities in order be able to con-

nect with researchers and start-ups early 

on,” elucidates the IPI’s director general, 

Catherine Chammartin.

“It’s not just about ensuring that bud-

ding entrepreneurs are properly protecting 

their creations, but also about educating 

those same individuals in how to con-

duct trademark research. For a small fee, 

SMEs, individual inventors or researchers 

at a university can spend up to a day with 

one of our patent experts in their specific 

technology sector and by the end of the 

visit, the client should have a better under-

standing of the IP protection system, be 

familiarized with searches in patent data-

bases and be in a much stronger position 

to be able to evaluate whether his or her 

invention is new and worth protecting,” 

she continues.

All of these attributes coalesce to form a 

fiercely effective enabling environment in 

which innovation can blossom and flour-

ish. As Jean-Daniel Gerber, chairman of 

the board of the Swiss Investment Fund 

for Emerging Markets (SIFEM) shrewdly 

observes, “the country, on a per capita 

basis, boasts the greatest number of No-

bel Prize winners in the world, but from 

that, 50 percent of those prize winners 

hold a birth certificate that does not come 

from Switzerland” meaning that it is the 

innovation-inducing characteristics of the  

country rather than merely the Swiss pop-

ulation that is to be most commended.

MANUFACTURING PROWESS?

Innovation is one thing, industrial manu-

facturing quite another. Perhaps most 

astonishing of all has been a growing pro-

clivity to treat the small mountain nation 

as a stellar destination for drug manufac-

turing. Alongside the familiar ongoing in-

vestments of homegrown giants, Novartis 

and Roche, in maintaining a full manu-

facturing presence, the thundering pace at 

which major international pharma com-

panies have demonstrated a willingness 

to invest in new or upgraded fabrication 

facilities has been deeply impressive, if not 

even a little disconcerting to outsiders. 

Biogen, for example, last year an-

nounced that they would be erecting a 

brand new biotech plant in Luterbach, 

in the canton of Solothurn to the tune of 

some 1 billion Euros (USD 1.1 billion), 

their largest ever such manufacturing 

investment. Meanwhile Celgene, who 

have just celebrated their tenth anniver-

sary in Switzerland, have been spending 

big on extending a major hub near Lake 

Neuchâtel dedicated to producing solid-

form manufacturing for its worldwide 

markets. At the same time, UCB Farchim 

have been busy bringing on-stream one 

of the largest microbial derived pharma-

ceuticals plants in the whole of Europe, 

an investment of some 500 million Swiss 

Francs (USD 505 million) that became 

fully operational earlier in the year and 

now boasts a capacity of a massive 45,000 

litres of nominal volume fermentation. 

When these developments are consid-

ered alongside some of the slightly older 

assets still in full swing – such as Janssen’s 

facility in Schaffhausen – it is easy to as-

sume that the much feared economics of 

de-localization has passed Switzerland by 

entirely. How, then, is it that a country so 

notorious for its high labor prices has been 

able to sustain such activities in an era of 

globalization where industries crossing 

frontiers in the quest of lower operating 

costs has very much become orthodoxy?

Despite Switzerland’s reputation for healthy living, out of 

40-odd states in Europe, the country registers the highest 

rate of melanoma, the fifth highest rate of breast cancer 

and the eigth highest rate of prostate cancer with around 

35,000 new patients every year diagnosed with some sort 

of cancer. The reasons for such high rates of incidence are 

manifold – from citizens living longer to behavioral charac-

teristics such as an unhealthy diet and smoking – but the 

statistics are sufficiently alarming for certain stakeholders 

such as Christine Bouchardy, chief medical officer of the 

Geneva Cancer Registry, to be speaking about a “cancer 

epidemic.”

One company that is stepping up to the plate eager to tackle this issue is 

American pharma giant, Lilly. “In the field of immuno-oncology, we have forged 

a global alliance with Merck Sharp & Dohme to evaluate new molecules… Such 

strategic collaborations reinforce Lilly ś commitment to bringing new treatments 

to the forefront for people with cancer,” proclaims the company’s general man-

ager, Michael Cobas Meyer. “What’s more, with our 2009 acquisition of ImClone 

Systems, we obtained good people, some exceptional knowledge, and the pipe-

line. This strategic combination has helped to create one of the leading oncol-

ogy franchises in the biopharmaceutical industry, broadening Lilly’s portfolio of 

marketed cancer therapies and boosting Lilly’s oncology pipeline.”

Meyer boldly aspires to make a real difference to local patient outcomes and 

in doing so increase the affiliate’s revenues to as much as USD 100 million. “I 

am convinced that we today possess the right people and the right medicines to 

make this happen… It is now up to us to live up to our expectations to become 

the partner of choice to physicians, payers and patients,” he insists.

Rallying Against the ‘Cancer Epidemic’

Beat Moser, director general, 

scienceindustries; Dr. Franz A. Saladin, 

director, Basel Chamber of Commerce

Michael Cobus 

Meyer, general 

manager, Eli Lilly 

Switzerland
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“It’s certainly true that Switzerland 

is an expensive place to operate, but it is 

other factors, aside from wage prices that 

validate our decision to conduct the manu-

facturing from here in Schaffhausen,” dis-

closes Janssen’s Ludo Ooms. “In terms of 

our in-country manufacturing footprint, 

we possess a highly sophisticated biologics 

plant employing around 1200 personnel 

and producing only high end, high value, 

complex products, 90 percent of which 

are then marked for export … our prior-

ity therefore must be firmly about main-

taining the right conditions and talent to 

perform these operations to the necessary 

level of standards,” he explains.

Nicolas Hug, UCB Farchim’s head 

of Industrial Biotech CoE relays a very 

similar message about superior qual-

ity and dependability trumping running 

costs. “The challenge for manufactur-

ers today is to be able to guarantee sup-

plies by building a robust global network 

that is able to deliver both flexibility and  

security of supply …when you treat pa-

tients that are suffering from complicated 

diseases like epilepsy, one of the worst 

things that can happen to them is suffer-

ing a disruption in their treatment plan 

and UCB has thus made it its industrial 

mission to ensure that this never happens 

with our therapies … we take great pride 

in both the excellence of our product 

quality and the resilience and robustness 

of our network and our Swiss fabrication 

facilities are an important component 

part of this high quality, secure manufac-

turing and supply network.”

In this way, there does seem to be a 

niche in which Switzerland-based manu-

facturing can prove competitive within 

the context of global production and sup-

ply chains. “When it comes to efficiency, 

biopharmaceutical facilities have to be 

able to handle and deal with a number of 

unknowns regarding the quantity of out-

put and potential disruptions … there is 

always a tendency to either build some-

thing too big or too small, given you have 

to make decisions over a five-year period. 

Therefore, it is fundamental to have a de-

pendable apparatus in place that allows 

you to either ramp up, or slow down, 

your manufacturing output according to 

any fluctuations in supply and demand,” 

reminds Hug.

Despite Swiss President Schneider-

Ammann’s repeated warnings about the 

“creeping threat of de-industrialization” 

to a nation with a strong legacy and  

Dr. Catherine Chammartin, director general, 

Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual 

Property; Nicolas Hug, head of Biotech 

COE and Bulle site general manager, UCB 

Farchim
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heritage in both artisanal craft and mech-

anized fabrication, Interpharma Thomas 

Cueni remains unconcerned for the local 

pharmaceuticals sector, which he assesses 

as “highly resilient” and “very much the 

exception to any such trends.” 

“Our pharma sector’s weight when it 

comes to the country ś trade balance has 

only increased in recent years and though 

the cost of manufacturing within Switzer-

land may well have increased over time, 

thus rendering us nominally less competi-

tive, the likes of Roche and Novartis with 

their extensive global footprint have a 

natural advantage and find any such cost 

more than offset by the strength of the dol-

lar and the euro,” he analyses. Moreover, 

“when you ask a CEO how relevant the 

high local operating costs are to their even-

tual investment decision-making, the reply 

is almost always that they assign more at-

tention to the level of productivity … I even 

remember the former CEO of UCB in 2014 

claiming that their new biotech plant in 

Bulle ranks as their most productive man-

ufacturing plant in the world,” he recalls.

Cueni’s point about labor productiv-

ity is that so long as investors are able to 

make similar profit margins at high wages 

as they used to do at lower wages in the 

sense that these higher wages are met with 

a corresponding increase in productive 

output, then investors will have no reason 

to leave the country. Only if higher wages 

do not lead to increased productivity and 

profit margins start to fall will investors 

start considering alternative host nations 

where they can attain better margins.

WWW.BIOGEN.CH

Founded in 1978, Biogen is one of the world’s oldest 

independent biotechnology companies.

Through cutting edge science, Biogen discovers, develops, and delivers to patients worldwide 
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Nothing can disguise the fact, however, that there are other op-

tions for pharmaceutical developers that can deliver advanced sup-

porting infrastructures, but at lower operating costs. Ireland is an 

example of an alternative European manufacturing destination, 

which will likely hold greater appeal to bulk fabricators. By way 

of competition, 9 of the top 10 global pharmaceutical companies  

already maintain integrated manufacturing operations there, no 

doubt attracted in by the low tax rates and a cost of labor that 

ranks 11 out of 27 EU member states.

For some, the perceived disadvantage of operating in a high 

cost environment actually becomes a “hidden strength” that has 

kept the local industry, lean, efficient and on its toes and well ori-

entated towards cutting edge innovation and real value creation. 

According to Beat Moser of scienceindustries, “exposure to this 

high cost environment has forced in-country pharma outfits to 

focus on innovation that enables them to create high value added 

products” and “it is only through permanent innovation that 

they can afford to stay.” 

Any company exporting the pharmaceuticals that they have 

manufactured also has to grapple with the ever-appreciating 

value of the local currency. “The increase in the value of the 

Swiss Franc has compelled us to be more creative, and more 

innovative… somehow our companies are succeeding in main-

taining their markets shares in the international market, even 

though their products have become more expensive,” notices 

Daniel Küng, CEO Swiss Global Enterprise, Switzerland’s ex-

port promotion agency.

“Pharmaceutical products in proportion to the total export 

volume within the life sciences industry, have increased mas-

sively over the past 3 decades, from 20 percent, to over 80 per-

cent today and this shift is very much down to the fact that it is 

they that have properly understood the challenges and oppor-

tunities of being active in a high cost country and have adopted 

clear innovation strategies well ahead of other competitors,” 

confidently asserts Moser.

This reputation can, of course, be highly advantageous when 

endeavoring to project a brand abroad. “I have to say that be-

ing based out of Switzerland and exporting our products truly 

has been instrumental to the success that we have attained in 

forging the global new generation business that we are today,” 

enthuses Kari Sarvanto, group CEO of Primex Pharmaceuticals, 

an innovative and fast-growing specialist in anesthesia and in-

tensive care products. “Given that Switzerland has a formidable 

reputation for quality and credibility, being a Swiss company, we 

are more reputable than we would otherwise be when we take 

our products abroad and especially into emerging economies … 

manufacturing our products under such a context really does 

serve as a stamp of quality.”

It begins with a promise 
to discover medicines that make life better.
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medicines that make life better, finding ways to come 
through no matter the odds. From the development of 
insulin to the discovery of new treatments for mental 
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of the most stubborn and devastating diseases. We bring 
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expertise with the creativity of research partners across 
the globe to keep finding ways to make life better. 
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MINNOW IN VOLUME, COLOSSUS IN VALUE

All too often overlooked as being small and puny, Switzerland’s 

domestic pharma market actually has much to recommend it to 

investors. “The Swiss market itself may seem relatively small in 

terms of volume, but performs pretty well in terms of value... 

when all is said and done, it turns out to be a rather impor-

tant market for us in percentage value terms,” affirms Celgene’s 

Tuomo Pätsi.

Indeed, though the country’s population stands at a mere 

eight million, recent statistics from the Luxembourg Associa-

tion of Banks and Bankers (ABBL) demonstrate that Swiss cit-

izens, alongside the Luxembourgers, enjoy some of the high-

est per-capita purchasing power in the world. With a national 

purchasing power of around EUR 348.5 billion (USD 383.1 

billion), someone in Switzerland on an average salary can gen-

erally buy some 47 percent more common goods and services 

than their counterpart in New York. This means plenty of 

ready money to be spending on health for an ageing nation 

whose average life expectancy is now pushing the 83-year 

mark, one of the very highest in the world.

As might be expected, the affluent mountain state’s national 

healthcare system is also flush with cash. When compared with 

other OECD countries, Swiss healthcare expenditure comes in 

at 11.1 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) placing it in 

second alongside the Netherlands, and only behind the United 

States. While the country has one of the most expensive health-

care systems in the world, it also offers high-quality outcomes 

and widespread access to latest generation medicines.

Of the some 71.2 billion Swiss francs (USD 72 billion) 

expended on Swiss healthcare last year, around 42 percent 

was paid for via insurance schemes. A further 32 percent 

was then financed directly by the public purse (federal, can-

tonal and municipal), with much of that figure accounted for 

by cantonal payments to inpatient facilities. Out-of-pocket-

payments, meanwhile, constituted approximately one fifth 

of the total amount.

UNORTHODOXY RULES

One of the much-lauded attributes of the Swiss healthcare system 

is its openness to cutting-edge therapies. Almost every actor has 

their own story to tell about successfully launching innovative 

products on the Swiss market prior to their placement across 

other realms. 

“We were extremely pleased to have had 

the opportunity to launch Xeljanz, the first 

oral JAK inhibitor treatment for rheuma-

toid arthritis, in Switzerland as early as 

2013. This is an incredibly important in-

novation in our inflammation and immu-

nology portfolio, building upon our strong 

tradition of developing patient-centered 

therapies and caters to patients who dem-

onstrate an inadequate response or intoler-

ance to existing therapies or who preferred an oral treatment,” 

asserts Pfizer country manager, Pamela Alexa. “Switzerland 

was one of the first markets in which we were able to launch 

this breakthrough product and we are still waiting to be able to 

launch within the European Union. As such, our Swiss affiliate 

very much represents a model of excellence to our counterparts 

around the world,” she stresses.

Similar stories abound. “In Switzerland, just like in the US, 

we received speedy approval for Arnuity, a long-acting inhaled 

corticosteroid for asthma treatment that provides physicians 

with a once-daily treatment option delivered via our Ellipta 

inhaler … we are still awaiting, however, licenses in the rest of 

Europe which is a shame because this really does deliver great 

therapeutic improvements for patients,” admits GSK general 

manager and vice president, Daniel Breitenstein.

Others speak excitedly about the frequency of launches that 

they have been managing to sustain. “BMS has a pipeline vol-

ume of which we can be very proud and that makes a market 

like Switzerland all the more important, because it’s the sort 

of place that we can anticipate new approvals and be prepar-

ing for growth; in the last 18 months my countries, that is the 

Alpine Region, have successfully executed no fewer than 17 

product launches,” observes BMS vice president and general 

manager Michelle Lock.

Part of this speediness may well account for the fact that 

Swissmedic, the Swiss agency for the authorization and super-

vision of therapeutic products, engages in detailed scientific 

exchange and maintains a close relationship with the United 

State’s Federal Drug Authority (FDA), which is often regard-

ed as the “gold standard of health regulators.” In that sense, 

Swissmedic can demonstrate quick reflexes and a greater re-

sponsiveness than say the European Medicines Agency (EMA). 

The quick approval of Pfizer’s Xeljanz is perhaps a case in 

point. “We are able to utilize exactly the same data and product 

submission from our FDA dossier to secure the Swiss approv-

als,” confirms Alexa. 

Pamela Alexa, 

country manager, 

Pfizer Switzerland

Celegene’s EMEA Headquarters in Beaudry. Credit: Celgene
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“As a German coming to Switzerland, 

I was particularly surprised by the lack 

of transparency of the local reimburse-

ment system for vaccines. Upon my 

appointment, one of my main priorities 

was to gain reimbursement for Rotarix®, 

a product for the prevention of rotavirus 

gastroenteritis, approved for use in in-

fants from 6 weeks to 24 weeks of age, 

which is something that the local affili-

ate had been trying to do since as far 

back as 2008,” narrates GSK general manager and vice presi-

dent, Daniel Breitenstein. 

“Today we offer one of the lowest prices in Europe for this 

vaccine, having reduced our prices by a further 50 percent 

this year in our quest to ensure the widest possible access. 

However, I have discovered that the problem goes well beyond 

mere non-approval and includes a certain reluctance within 

the Swiss population: there is an increasingly high percent-

age of the population that simply refuses to be vaccinated 

for all indications. From a public health perspective, this is a 

worrying development. We should no longer be witnessing an 

outbreak of measles in the developed world, as we have done 

in a number of Swiss cantons!” he exclaims.

Others have been similarly dismayed. “It’s very important to 

be investing in adult vaccinations, such as for tick-borne en-

cephalitis and pneumococcal disease. As a society, we need 

to be more proactive in ensuring that our populations are vac-

cinated. If you have a healthy nation, then you have a wealthy 

nation. The opposite is also true. If you have a high burden 

of disease to address, then your nation will be poorer for it,” 

perceives Pfizer’s Pamela Alexa.

Nevertheless GSK are confident they are now robust enough 

to take on the task at hand of turning around Switzerland’s 

vaccines dilemma. “Recently we acquired Novartis’s vaccines 

business and combined our consumer healthcare businesses 

to create a new company … By substantially strengthening 

our vaccines and consumer healthcare business, we can now 

deliver far-reaching benefits to patients. Our vaccines portfo-

lio, where we have developed a level of critical mass, is now in 

a much stronger position and we are well-equipped to take on 

this challenge,” assures Breitenstein.

The Vaccination Anomaly

Daniel Breitenstein, 

vice president and 

general manager, 

GSK Switzerland
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Other examples come from the sort of systems and processes 

that Swissmedic has incorporated. Indeed “Swissmedic en-

joys the distinction of being the first regulator after the FDA 

to introduce an accelerated approval process, and to this day 

remains highly competitive in terms of fast-track approvals,” 

acknowledges Interpharma Thomas Cueni.

There is one minor downside, however. With its distinctive 

regulatory framework and the fact that it is not integrated within 

European Union structures, Switzerland does present additional 

complexities and inconveniences for pharma firms seeking to 

navigate the domestic market access and reimbursement proto-

cols. Because this entails wholly different dossier filings and price 

negotiations, many companies find themselves having to set up 

additional parallel offices in cities like Zurich that are dedicated 

solely to Swiss affairs and administration process.

“We always look at Switzerland separately when it comes 

to drug development and product launches due to their having 

an idiosyncratic system with its own regulator, timelines and 

hoops to pass through that can at times differ quite markedly 

from the EU norms applied throughout much of the rest of Eu-

rope … This isn’t a negative in itself, but it can create uncer-

tainties that we have to account for and factor in whenever we 

do business with the local market,” concludes Lilly’s general 

manager, Michael Cobus Meyer.

THE SWISS EXCEPTIONAL-ISM

“Market access can be quite a complicated process, because 

you’re dealing with different actors rather than going through 

the regular European Commission channel and centralized 

European procedures … basically we report directly to Swiss-

medic, which is not affiliated with the EMA, for marketing 

authorizations and deal with the Federal Office of Public 

Health (FOPH) for reimbursement applications,” outlines 

Gaëlle Méaude, country manager of Théa Pharma.

Indeed, in Switzerland, medicines are not automatically cov-

ered by mandatory insurance once Swissmedic has granted 

marketing authorization. Before reimbursement is possible, 

pharmaceutical companies first have to apply to the FOPH for 

inclusion in the so-called ‘Specialities List,’ which is compiled 

based on the recommendations of the Federal Medicines Com-

mittee following thorough scrutiny over efficacy, suitability 

and cost-effectiveness. Furthermore, the price of a reimbursable 

medicine is not determined by the free market, but instead fixed 

by the state through a detailed calculation process that takes 

into account the ex-factory price, sales and value-added taxes 

and references to a basket of nine European markets, namely: 

Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Finland, Germany, Great 

Britain, the Netherlands, and Sweden.
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“Perhaps one of the most significant challenges we encoun-

ter in Switzerland relates to this distinctiveness of the sys-

tem,” admits the general manager of Menarini, Daniel Roth. 

“A recent example springs to mind where the local regulatory 

authorities were demanding completely different labeling for 

some of our products to what was being required in the EU … 

of course we managed to adapt and fulfill these requirements, 

but naturally this entailed a degree of delay when trying to 

complete the product launch.”

Others point out that the Swiss set-up can also risk being 

“too rigid and fragmented” for a therapeutic world that is in 

the midst of unprecedented change and evolution. “The Swiss 

health system, like many around the world, still struggles to 

value the benefits of a curative treatment against the long-term 

costs of a chronic nature such as advanced liver disease,” sug-

gests André Lüscher, general manager of Gilead. “The case 

of securing authorization for Sovaldi, a truly game-changing 

cure that does away with the need to even conduct liver trans-

plants, demonstrates the difficulties they have in handling a 

truly disruptive medical innovation when their system in, in 

my opinion, much better geared towards processing incre-

mental innovation for chronic diseases,” he argues.

Celgene’s Tuomo Pätsi also echoes these sorts of concerns 

when contemplating the direction that medical discovery is 

heading and the ability of the regulatory system to keep apace. 

“Advancements in medical science now dictate much greater 

levels of cooperation than was previously the case. In Immu-

no-oncology, for example, success is often achieved through 

combination therapies and no single enterprise possesses a 

monopoly on knowledge,” he analyses. However this opening 

up of the drug development process also raises the prospect 

that the Swiss market access regulatory strictures will require 

further reform, an issue that he hopes the Swiss authorities 

will be able to get to grips with speedily. 

“It’s not merely industry actors that have to start adjusting 

to these emerging realities, but also the regulation frameworks 

American biotech trailblazer, Biogen’s bullish announcement last 

summer that it would be betting a mighty one billion dollars on a 

best-in-class, brand new manufacturing facility in Luterbach, Swit-

zerland, a mere 120 kilometers (75 miles) from its existing Euro-

pean headquarters in Zug raised quite a few eyebrows in the under-

stated and discreet world of Swiss pharma. For those familiar with 

the company’s ascent as one of the real pioneers of next-generation 

therapies for MS and other neurological diseases, the move, how-

ever, makes perfect sense.

“Our mid-to-late stage pipeline right now holds a great deal of 

promise so the global management board quite naturally consid-

ered it worthwhile and prudent to set about bolstering our world-

wide manufacturing capacity network. Investing in a brand new, 

high-tech facility was thus enshrined as a core feature of the com-

pany’s five-year manufacturing plan and the forthcoming Luterbach 

development will constitute the fulfillment of that objective,” ex-

plains the Swiss affiliate’s managing director, Natascha Schill. 

Biogen has traditionally maintained a strong manufacturing pres-

ence in the United States with facilities in Cambridge, Massachusetts 

and Research Triangle Park in North Carolina, but the Solothurn in-

vestment differs in that it will constitute only their second plant in 

Europe after Hillerød in Denmark, with the decision to situate the new 

capabilities away from North America reflecting an eagerness to at-

tain a greater level of diversity across their production platforms.

Interestingly the production capabilities will “incorporate an 

in-built structural versatility and flexibility” based on the prin-

ciple that Biogen should be able to manufacture any of their 

biologic drug substances in any of their facilities around the 

globe. The plants themselves are thus “designed in modular 

fashion that is pretty much interchangeable” allowing the com-

pany to rapidly adjust to any fluctuations in market demand or 

country risk.

The specific choice of Solothurn canton as the host site for 

the new complex is partly explained by the strong support of the 

Swiss authorities, no doubt eager to attract in the some 400 new 

jobs that will be created. “Initially, once we selected Switzerland 

as our prime target country for basing the new plant, we solicited 

support from Switzerland Global Enterprise. They were extremely 

helpful in opening the doors to various stakeholders and in as-

sisting us in figuring out which canton and site would best fit our 

needs. The support from the local government of Soloturn and 

community of Luterbach has also been impeccable, right from 

the very beginning. We have been pleasantly surprised by their 

speed of responsiveness and willingness to assist. The Federal 

Government has also thrown its weight behind our endeavors. 

Swiss President Johann Schneider-Ammann was himself present 

for the groundbreaking ceremony that marked the start of con-

struction,” recollects Schill.

Lifting the Lid on a Billion Dollar Investment

Dignitaries at the groundbreaking of the Biogen Solothurn facility. 

Esther Gassler (Government councillor of the Canton Solothurn), 

Michael Ochsenbein (mayor of Luterbach), John G. Cox (executive vice 

president, Biogen), Johann N. Schneider-Ammann (president of the Swiss 

Confederation), George A. Scangos (CEO, Biogen), Roland Fürst (president 

of the Government Council of the Canton of Solothurn), Suzan G. LeVine 

(US ambassador to Switzerland). Photo credit: Biogen 
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themselves. In many instances, pharma-

ceutical companies are legally prohibited 

from discussing their pricing policies and 

market access strategies with others that 

could be perceived to be their competi-

tors, but this is hardly appropriate for 

joint-innovations,” he warns. “As one of 

the forerunners on combination innova-

tions for multiple myeloma, Celgene is 

especially eager to discuss these sorts of 

issues with the relevant Swiss authorities 

well in advance so as to mitigate any pos-

sible interruptions in market accessibil-

ity,” he concludes.

GENERICS: BEGINNING TO 

TAKE OFF

For many years Switzerland’s generics 

market was down in the doldrums. Brand 

loyalty has traditionally been strong and 

there was a prevailing sentiment that 

Swiss doctors, under little pressure to 

resort to low-price alternatives, gave  

preference to well-esteemed brands. 

The latest figures from Interpharma, 

however, signify that old habits are be-

ginning to change: reimbursable gener-

ics achieved sales of 637 million Swiss 

francs (USD 644 million) in 2015 which 

represented growth of in excess of seven 

per cent on the year before. Growth in 

volume had meanwhile leapt up a full 

13 per cent.

“Switzerland remains a fairly special 

market because there is free choice for the 

patient, for the pharmacist, and for the 

doctor … nobody is ever forced to take a 

generic,” points out Andreas Bosshard, 

general manager of Mepha-Teva. “Here, 

the patient chooses whether to take an 

original or a generic and whether to take 

Mepha or another brand. There is only 

a ten percent co-payment so the patient 

does not necessarily feel the price differ-

ence either. Therefore we have to convince 

the customer through top quality, a good 

brand, and reliable services,” he analyses.

This is precisely why Teva has taken 

the unusual step of persevering with 

the Mepha brand a full five years after 

having acquired the company. “Teva 

is a strong international powerhouse, 

which offers more than a local com-

pany could ever even aspire to in terms 

of product, pipeline, professional-

ism, and patent know-how. Mepha, a 

home-grown firm, by contrast, has been 

known domestically for over 60 years 

and is familiar not only to doctors and 

pharmacists, but also to patients with 

about 70 per cent of a given patient pool  

Gaëlle Méaude, operations director, Théa 

Pharma Switzerland; Dr. Daniel Roth, 

general manager, A. Menarini Switzerland
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instantly recognizing the brand name … 

we were thus extremely careful to bal-

ance the spirit of the local brand with 

the strengths of an international com-

pany,” emphasizes Bosshard.

Meanwhile the jury remains out on 

the future of biosimilars locally. Con-

sidering Switzerland’s fi ne pedigree in 

biologics and the fact that many of the 

strongest biopharma companies are 

now well underway in trying to estab-

lish a foothold in the emerging fi eld of 

biosimilars, one might logically expect 

the future to be rosy. Not necessarily so 

according to Amgen’s André Dahinden. 

“This is obviously something that we are 

monitoring very closely to see how that 

particular market segment develops. It 

will depend a lot on the speed of innova-

tion coming through, and the regulations 

regarding both biosimilars and generics. 

Today, even the best biosimilars are of-

ten outpaced by even better originator 

drugs and as long as the Swiss popula-

tion continues to desire the best cutting-

edge products, and the industry is able to 

continue to deliver new innovations at a 

price refl ecting its added value, the Swiss 

biosimilars market will probably not ma-

ture at the same pace that we might see 

in other countries,” he forecasts.

GROWTH SPOTS AND NICHES

Diseases of the circulatory system – 

in particular ischemic heart disease, 

high cholesterol and cerebrovascular 

ailments – remain the most common 

triggers of morbidity in Switzerland 

with the latest epidemiological profi l-

ing of the country demonstrating that 

they accounted for roughly a third of 

all deaths in 2015. Naturally the CVD 

segment thus constitutes a popular fo-

cus area for many pharma companies 

present in the market. “Our fastest 

growing products are in cardiovascular 

where we have been scoping in on hy-

pertension, angina pectoris and heart 

failure,” confi rms Daniel Roth, general 

manager of Menarini.

“Incidence of hypertension remains 

one of the most frequent conditions 

encountered in this market and, if 

left untreated, leads to secondary ill-

nesses so we are proud to be as one 

of very few firms that can locally of-

fer a full product range from a mono 

to a triple combination therapies,” 

he reveals. “We are also preparing to 

launch a novel treatment for chronic 

André Lüscher, general manager, Gilead 

Switzerland; Andreas Bosshard, general 

manager, Mepha-Teva

Remi, UCB
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hyperuricaemia which has entered 

our portfolio courtesy of a licensing 

agreement with a Japanese entity … 

At Menarini we consider it funda-

mentally important that our Swiss 

affiliate, despite being outside the 

EU, is nevertheless included in such 

deals,” he adds.

After cardiovascular, cancer ranks as 

the second leading cause of morbidity in 

Switzerland with the most deadly cat-

egory, lung cancer, claiming in access 

of 3,200 deaths year on year. Though 

known for being an intensely competi-

tive and crowded local market segment, 

not least because of heavy participation 

from local giants Roche and Novartis, 

international fi rms are continuing to 

invest big. “For BMS, it is extremely 

important that we continue to invest in 

our immuno-oncology platform. This 

platform has unequivocal benefi ts to the 

general population and revolutionizes 

the way that cancer is being treated,” 

asserts Michelle Lock. She evaluates 

that, “several years ago, BMS was per-

haps not quite as integrated in Switzer-

land as it could have been,” but affi rms 

that this is all changing and indeed en-

visages a signifi cant rise in the compa-

ny’s ratio of European-wide sales once 

the requisite reimbursements for mela-

noma and lung cancer product, Opdico, 

are secured.

Meanwhile, Andrea Michael Meyer, 

general manager of Sanofi  Genzyme, 

sees the “sustained strong perfor-

mance” of his oncology portfolio as one 

of the key contributors to “the year-on-

year double-digit growth” that his af-

fi liate has been experiencing. “This is 

defi nitely an area that we’ll be seeking 

to leverage further,” he avows. 

Another area where he identifi es 

strong potential for action and high in 

unmet need is the ‘rare diseases’ niche. 

“A disease is considered rare in Switzer-

land if there are fi ve or less diagnoses 

per year from a total of 10,000 people, 

and our calculations indicate that there 

are between 6,000 and 8,000 such dis-

eases in the country affecting roughly 

seven per cent of the population or 

862,000 people,” he elaborates. The 

main complication of operating in such 

a segment is that many such diseases 

are misdiagnosed or diagnosed late be-

cause of lack of physician awareness. 

“It’s certainly true that many of these 

rare diseases for which we possess ther-

apies display broad symptoms, over-

lapping with many other aliments,” he 

concedes. “We are thus working hard 

to raise awareness around these dis-

eases and the key symptoms that can 

trigger an exclusion diagnosis because 

the time between fi rst symptoms and 

a diagnosis still takes much too long 

in Switzerland.” Meyer is confi dent 

that Sanofi  Genzyme is well positioned 

to respond to the unmet need. “Rare 

diseases and a strongly patient-centric 

www.ucb.com

Pushing the boundaries 
of science

Everything we do starts with one simple question: 

how will this make a difference to the lives of patients?”

UCB has a passionate, long-term commitment to help patients and families living with severe 

diseases lead normal, everyday lives.

Our ambition is to offer them innovative new medicines and ground-breaking solutions in two 
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that is guided by patients’ needs.

”
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approach are 

very much part 

of the DNA of 

our company and 

we have also cru-

cially been able to  

retain much of 

the original bio-

tech atmosphere 

and energizing 

can-do attitude 

that will be so 

fundamental to 

our continued success,” he affirms.

Ophthalmology represents yet another 

therapeutic area that appears to be en-

joying a growth spurt. “There remains 

great potential in two areas in particu-

lar, glaucoma and dry eye, due to the age 

demography of the Swiss population and 

there are also environmental and life-

style changes that are taking place that 

will surely ensure that there remains a  

dynamic dry eye market,” analyses Théa 

Pharma’s Gaëlle Méaude. “We offer 

two different kinds of products: service 

products, primarily intended for diag-

nostics, a relatively small market, but an 

important service for eyes doctors; and 

then we have our technologically innova-

tive products, where our ambition is to 

have almost exclusively preservative-free 

products,” she explains. What makes 

the Swiss market especially interesting 

for Théa has been the rising demand for 

the latter. “Studies demonstrate that the 

proportion of Swiss patients asking their 

doctor for preservative-free products 

is higher than in most other European 

markets,” she explains and as such one 

of her company’s key innovations Mono-

prost®, the first and only preservative-

free latanoprost, treating patients with 

open angle glaucoma and ocular hyper-

tension has been enjoying great success. 

“Next year we intend to launch our sec-

ond preservative-free product in the area 

of glaucoma,” she promises.

PATHWAY TO SYNERGY

How then, overall do we consider 

Swiss pharma in terms of its compara-

tive standing and place in the world? 

“In the 1990s, all the talk was of the 

Swiss pharmaceutical industry going 

west. The assumption was that the 

large Swiss companies would pack 

up and move to the US … Today such 

companies do maintain a significant 

presence in North America, but our 

relationship with our number one 

competitor in terms of attracting in-

novation has actually proved to be 

much more synergistic that all that,” 

evaluates Interpharma Thomas Cueni.

Some argue that what Switzerland 

excels in is rather a subtly different, but 

complementary style of innovation. “We 

could certainly improve in terms of dis-

ruptive innovations. Switzerland does 

not have any companies like Amazon, 

Skype, Facebook, or Uber. Where we do 

Dr. Andrea 

Michael Meyer, 

general manager, 

Sanofi Genzyme 
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perform well is in strong incremental innovations: in scientific 

findings, and in the diligence and strength of execution. We 

have perseverant, reliable, and intelligent people with strong 

skills in producing things,” assesses CTI’s Walter Steinlin.

For him difference can even be a virtue. “Although people 

often benchmark themselves to Silicon Valley, I do not think 

that Switzerland should become like a California. While more 

innovative compared to Switzerland, in terms of unemploy-

ment and social disparity, it is not something we should aspire 

to. We should be happy having resolved upon our own kind of 

fruitful and productive ecosystem,” he argues.

Actelion’s founder and CEO, Jean-Paul Clozel, strongly 

reiterates this sentiment. “To be perfectly frank with you, I 

firmly believe that Switzerland is blessed with an even bet-

ter biotech scene than Boston or California. From day one 

when you enter Switzerland, you know that this is not about 

the domestic market. You rapidly understand that you have 

to be open to the whole world. In the US, you have a lot of 

companies who are present exclusively in their home market. 

In Switzerland you have four different cultures united in one 

country, with four official languages: German, French, Ital-

ian and Romansch. As for Actelion, we have 46 nationalities 

working here in Switzerland. Over five centuries the country 

has been able to integrate different cultures into the fabric of 

society and all of those bring something to the table and you 

end up with something very unique and special. I am utterly 

convinced that Actelion’s own success story simply could not 

have occurred anywhere else.”

FLY IN THE OINTMENT?

Whether this highly-prized feature of Switzerland’s make-up 

remains in place over the long-term is now quite uncertain 

subsequent to a referendum decision in 2014 in favor of plac-

ing limits on immigration. A great worry of many in the lo-

cal science and medical communities is that the country will 

ultimately become less open as a consequence of this vote. 

Entering a sophisticated and complex mar-

ket such as Switzerland can be an arduous 

task for the uninitiated. Luckily, however 

there are alternative options at hand that 

mean entrants do not have to go it alone. 

Biomed, a pharma entity with trading char-

acteristics that was initially founded in the 

1950s in the wake of a political regulation 

forbidding German companies to establish 

subsidiaries in Switzerland represents 

one such pathway. “We represent compa-

nies which are not present in Switzerland 

directly. Some companies choose not to enter the market by 

themselves given Switzerland´s small size and complexity of 

operations, with three national languages and the implications 

that has for regulations, sales and marketing.” explains CEO 

Thomas Szuran.

The risk, of course, that an outfit like Biomed runs is that 

if it manages to launch products that become too successful, 

then clients might opt to establish their own subsidiary and do 

it themselves, thus knocking Biomed out of the game. Szuran 

claims that he mitigates this possibility through “strong rela-

tionship management” and “forging enduring relationships 

that last for decades” as well as by generating revenues from 

Biomed’s own brands in parallel.

Still there is plenty of demand. “Big corporations often can-

not properly manage all of their products in the market. This is 

where we come into play and are happy to take some of their 

portfolio,” he says. “We also cooperate for example with South 

Korean or Malaysian companies who are looking to expand into 

Europe and in order to do this, they need to demonstrate that 

they are present in one or two smaller markets like Switzerland, 

before entering the really profitable big markets with more risks 

involved,” he adds.

Market Entry By Proxy
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“The area that I am most concerned about in Switzerland  

is in respect to free movement of people … we are an in-

ternational company, and we need to be able to source and 

attract external talent to fulfill our human resource needs,” 

affirms Janssen’s Ludo Ooms. 

Martin Naville, CEO of the American Chamber of Com-

merce is equally strident in his opinion. “A real priority and 

that of my members is to ensure that Switzerland remains 

a country with open borders … all our major growth in-

dustries rely heavily on foreigners and 24 percent of our 

population today is not Swiss-born.”

Noting that the 

pharma industry has 

most to lose from a re-

striction on free move-

ment from Europe, 

Lilly’s Michael Cobas 

Meyer urges his peers 

to be more steadfast 

in their opposition. 

“From our industry 

perspective, it is im-

portant to defend the good relationship Switzerland has with 

the EU and in particular the legal framework which is in place 

through bilateral agreements. Industry has an important role to 

play in being more vocal about the importance of retaining our 

close trading and cultural relationship with the EU.”

Perhaps the most damming assessment is that delivered by SI-

FEM’s Jean-Daniel Gerber. “The real risk is that we would 

be excluded from Horizon 2020, the biggest European Union 

research and innovation program. We might become just 

another third country for the EU, like the US, or Japan or 

post-Brexit Britain. This would be extremely damaging to 

our economy. Research does not depend purely on money, but 

on different people working together. Finding a solution to 

this relationship will be key to Switzerland ś future, providing 

stability and predictability to businesses that want to invest 

here,” he counsels. 

One hallmark of the Swiss psyche that spills over into the 

pharma and life sciences arena is a profound commitment to 

collaboration and solidarity. “Switzerland’s consensus-driven 

culture where the pharma industry is warmly welcomed to 

participate in the broader healthcare dialogue is remarkable 

in comparison to some other European markets, where we 

have witnessed a drastic increase in tension and an over-

all confrontational atmosphere, particularly in recent years, 

characterized by cost-containment, regulatory squeezing, and 

austerity policies. This, of course, is a huge mistake because 

the pharma industry, far from being the problem, is actually 

part of the solution and the Swiss way of conducting affairs 

should actually be held up as an exemplar and model to other 

markets that have acted in a less enlightened manner,” reck-

ons AbbVie’s Olaf Weppner.

Others express concern that the penchant for consensus 

goes too far and leads to unnecessary fragmentation of the 

healthcare apparatus and decision making process. “It’s 

always going to be a tall order to get people to appreciate 

the full value of a cure and the long-term benefits that a 

game-changing innovation like Sovaldi can deliver in taking 

costs out of the overall health system if you are not dealing 

with anyone who holds that bird’s eye perspective,” regrets 

Gilead’s André Lüscher. “In Switzerland you are up against 

an institutional apparatus in which financing is provided at 

both the cantonal and federal levels as well as from manda-

tory basic insurance that each citizen must contribute to, so 

there’s plenty of scope for confusion around responsibility 

and accountability … Such a wide range of actors and strin-

gent emphasis on consensus, when compared to a central-

ized system such as in France, with one payer, can become 

something of an obstacle.”

“We do have a very federalist political system, which is 

strongly reflected in the way we function in the public health 

field,” acknowledges Pascal Strupler, director general of the 

FOPH. “The majority of the responsibilities of the healthcare 

system actually belong to the cantons. They are responsible 

for healthcare delivery, which includes the functioning of the 

hospitals, and for executing the laws that we draft. We, by 

contrast, are responsible primarily for regulating the health 

insurance system, developing federal laws and strategies 

to cope with major health challenges as well as controlling 

epidemics or other crisis situations in the health sector… Of 

course, it is not always easy to manage because we have 

26 cantons that need in certain fields to align under a single 

policy,” he concedes.

Consensus-driven Culture

Martin Naville, CEO, Swiss-Amcham; 

Jean-Paul Clozel, CEO, Actelion

Actelion’s global headquarters in Basel
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Other companies have sought to 

position their therapeutic area 

products by clinical guidelines. 

Franchise Fiefdoms: Roche 

has been the dominant player in 

oncology by leveraging a “Fran-

chise Fiefdoms Strategy.” The 

company establishes a beach-

head in a strategic space such as 

the HER2 pathway with its 

agent Herceptin, establishes a 

new standard of care for HER2+ 

metastatic breast cancer patients, 

and then grows the fiefdom by 

using new indications, formula-

tions, agents, and combinations. 

Roche’s current HER2 Franchise 

Fiefdom for metastatic, neoadju-

vant, and early breast cancer 

includes and combines Her-

ceptin, recent HER2 agents Per-

jeta and Kadcyla, and the new 

PD-L1 agent Tecentriq. Roche 

has applied this winning portfo-

lio to several other cancer spaces, 

such as anti-CD-20 (Rituxan, 

MabThera), angiogenesis (Avas-

tin), and recently immunother-

apy (Tecentriq and many other 

agents). See Figure 2.

Royal Halo: To compete with 

Roche in oncology, BMS has 

sought to carve out part of the 

oncology space by using a 

“Royal Halo Strategy.” The 

company has strategical ly 

helped to create and own the IO 

space with a vast portfolio of 

immunotherapy products. BMS 

has IO products Yervoy and 

Opdivo on the market and is 

currently pursuing numerous 

other IO agents, including effec-

tor and non-effector T-cells and 

natural killer (NK) cells mecha-

nisms as well as tumor cell tar-

geted pathways.

 Importantly, by seeking to 

own the IO space, BMS does not 

have to focus on any one product 

for success but rather its overall 

IO portfolio. This is especially 

important when one or more of 

its IO agents fails an important 

trial, as happened recently when 

its CheckMate-026 study failed 

to show a benefit for Opdivo in 

first-line treatment of advanced 

non-small cell lung cancer. 

Combination King: Gilead 

Sciences has been the leader in 

using fixed-dosed combinations 

of its anti-viral portfolio prod-

ucts to win. The company 

launched Stribild, a four-ingre-

dient single tablet regimen for 

HIV and recently combined 

Solvadi, which had been the 

industry’s best-launched prod-

uct, with a second agent, ledipas-

vir, to form Harvoni, a multi-

bil l ion dollar single-tablet 

regimen for hepatitis C patients. 

Jack of All Trades: Humira is 

the poster child for the “Jack of 

All Trades” or indications strat-

egy. AbbVie has essentially cre-

ated a “portfolio in a pill” by 

obtaining 10 indications for the 

immunology agent Humira. By 

pursuing these and other indica-

tions, AbbVie has strategically 

developed the world’s best-sell-

ing drug, with global sales 

exceeding $13 billion. 

These are just a few of the 

myriad of commercial portfolio 

strategies that pharmaceutical 

firms can use to win. Most com-

panies identify and execute their 

best portfolio strategy in a series 

of steps. They usually start with 

a “Commercial Portfolio Strate-

gies Brainstorming Workshop” 

to brainstorm, identify, and pri-

oritize two to four potential 

portfolio strategies that might 

work for their specific situation. 

Then they conduct a “Commer-

cial Portfolio Strategy Competi-

tive Simulation” to simulate 

their and their competitors’ 

portfolio strategies in order to 

pressure-test and select the win-

ning portfolio strategy. Lastly, 

they incorporate the preferred 

portfolio strategy into their 

existing portfolio, franchise, 

and brand plans to ensure inter-

nal alignment and successful 

execution. 

Source: Roche Pharma Day; London, Nov. 5, 2015

Figure 2: Roche continues to pace the oncology market by using a “Franchise Fiefdoms Strategy.” 

The company has been expanding the fiefdom by using new indications, formulations, and 

combinations of agents.

Continued from Page 47
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B
ack in 1998, when 

opening the fi rst Euro-

pean Health Forum 

Gastein (EHFG), Dr. 

Günther Leiner observed that “the 

spirit of Europe has its home in 

this part of Salzburg.” Indeed, the 

region had established a place in 

European unifi cation politics as 

far back as the First Treaty of Gas-

tein in 1365 (which clarifi ed inter-

ests between Friuli and Austria-

Bavaria). The 1865 Gastein 

Convention would have less suc-

cess in diffusing tensions between 

Austria and neighboring Prussia 

(war followed), but the region was 

by then well established as a hub 

for Europe’s statesmen, aristocrats 

and society folk, who found it an 

agreeable retreat at which to nego-

tiate policy, enjoy a holiday or 

take the waters (long known for 

their restorative qualities).

In keeping with Gastein’s 

“healing” tradition, the 1998 

Health Forum would look to give 

“important and constructive 

incentives for the future of 

Europe,” with a focus on issues 

pertaining to the imminent 

enlargement of the EU: the com-

ing of the Euro; cross-border care; 

knowledge transfer between East 

and West; etc. The challenges 

seemed manifold, but they were at 

least challenges associated with a 

strengthening Union, one that was 

looking to the new Millennium 

with an expanded sense of pur-

pose.

Fast-forward 19 years and the 

2016 Gastein Health Forum was 

presiding over a European project 

facing more destructive problems, 

not least in the de facto shift 

toward nationalism in several of 

its member states (a shift conve-

niently symbolized by that ele-

phant in the event hall, Brexit). 

Gastein remained steadfast in its 

endorsement of the migration 

agenda, the 2016 event, titled 

Demographics & Diversity in 

Europe, strongly emphasizing the 

economic and social good that 

comes from immigration and 

increased diversity, while address-

ing its attendant challenges: 

(larger) aging populations; refugee 

health; health literacy. 

But while the venue’s main 

foyer would exhibit upbeat images 

of immigrants, and “We Are the 

World” would play over the loud-

speakers at the end of the opening 

plenary, the underlying sense of 

anger at the anti-EU sentiment in 

some of the member states was 

ever-present, boiling over on a few 

occasions, such as in Martin 

McKee’s ferocious attack on 

Brexit and Shada Islam’s wake-up 

call to the EU’s leaders. On a 

calmer level, there was evidence of 

a recognition of the deepening 

divide between the political elite 

and the people, with Zsussanna 

Jakab, regional director of WHO 

Europe, asserting that Europe 

“needs to regain the trust of its 

citizens.” In many ways, unity 

seems much further away than it 

did in 1998.

Next year will see the 20th 

Health Forum Gastein, and one 

can expect the organizers to 

indulge in some self-congratula-

tion to mark the occasion, what-

ever new problems may be engulf-

ing the EU by then. But, further 

afi eld, the question is not so much 

whether Gastein can continue to 

offer “constructive incentives for 

the future of Europe,” as whether 

the region itself remains enough 

of an attraction to draw in the 

great and the good. After all, the 

marketplace for health policy 

events is considerably more 

crowded than it was back in 1998.

As one Gastein observer noted, 

health policy is now discussed fre-

quently in Brussels, Paris, Berlin, 

London “and a dozen other places 

much easier (and cheaper) to get 

to than a sequestered mountain 

resort halfway between Salzburg 

and Slovenia.” Indeed, such a des-

tination is hard to justify in times 

of austere accounting; even the 

European Commission appears to 

agree — it cut its own engagement 

at Gastein this year. How long the 

drug fi rms that largely underwrite 

the event will continue to support 

it is another question. 

Ultimately, Gastein’s great tra-

ditions and healing waters may not 

be enough to shield it from blunt 

market forces. But the region’s 

sense of romance and history— 

and its noble, centuries-old asso-

ciation with unity—is not one that 

will be easily emulated at the Sher-

aton Brussels Airport Hotel. 

Has Gastein Peaked?
This year’s 19th annual European Health Forum Gastein (Austria) 
once again attempted to establish unity in the face of EU woes. 
But are the Gastein region’s “healing powers” on the wane? 
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We give it wings.

You craft cures from the cutting edge. You redefi ne 

what’s possible. Yet it takes more than science 

for specialty drugs to reach their full potential.

Expertise at every stage of the product life cycle 

has made Cardinal Health Specialty Solutions 

uniquely equipped to help. From market analytics to 

regulatory consulting services, from data-driven 

channel strategies to patient adherence programs, 

our collaborative problem solvers are ready to 

help you launch, market, and optimize your specialty 

products – and support their lasting success. 

Learn how we can create opportunities for you. 

cardinalhealth.com/specialty
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Three of City of Hope’s most eminent research scientists: Steven T. Rosen, M.D., Linda Malkas, Ph.D., and Larry Kwak, M.D., Ph.D.

You’ve just made a promising new molecule or compound. But how long will it take to reach the world? City of Hope is an 

international leader in cancer research and treatment. Our uniquely collaborative culture offers the most comprehensive  

translational research model you can find. It incorporates not just phase 1 and 2 clinical trials but funding, patents/legal  

support and regulatory offers. And our three GMP manufacturing facilities, specializing in viral vectors, stem cell products, T cell 

therapies and small molecules, are available to external clients. In short, City of Hope can give you everything you’re looking  

for in a partnership, to help you bring your discovery to life faster. Find out more at CityofHope.org/partner 

http://CityofHope.org/partner
http://CityofHope.org/partner
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